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Pepsi, ABC might be sole suppliers for U
AMYJO L. BROWN
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Although (he Pouring Rights
issue has caused months of controversy, the University president and
his cabinet recently decided to go
forth with negotiations between two
beverage suppliers (his summer.
Both Pepsi-Cola and the American Bottling Company (ABC) will
have first chance at gaining exclusive selling rights for their products
on campus.
The decision came after the Pouring Rights committee proposed that

the University enter into a shared
market agreement between two beverage companies. The proposal and
the companies had to be approved by
President Sidney Ribcau and his cabinet before the University could
agree to negotiate terms of the shared
market.
"It doesn't say for sure we have
an agreement." said Jane Schimpf,
head of the Pouring Rights committee.
It docs mean, however, that if the
University does come to an agreement with Pepsi and ABC. Pepsi
would be the primary supplier on
campus, available in all soda foun-

tains, dining halls and vending
machines. ABC products, such as
7up and Snapple. would be available
in coolers and vending machines.
'The feedback from students was
that a shared market would provide
more choice and variety (than a single supplier would)." said Wanda
Overland, member of the Pouring
Rights Committee and dean of students.
Negotiations are expected to
begin this summer, although committee members are doubtful an
agreement will be reached by fall
semester.

tions with Pepsi or ABC fail to reach
an agreement. Coca-Cola would be
the next to be considered.
Through the agreement, the University hopes to generate S3 to $4
million over the next 10 years for the
Student Union renovation, student
leadership programs, scholarships
and women's sports. That's $40,000
a year to be divided among the four
priorities by the president.
"At this point, we really don't
know if there will be enough money
or not." Overland said. "The jury is
still out."

According to Schimpf. if negotia-

Migrant workers challenged by living conditions
This is the second part of a
three-part series on migrant farm
workers in Wood County. Todays
story focuses on the issues affect'
ing migrant farm workers.
IRENE SHARON SCOTT
CHIEF REPORTER

The sun is high and hot. The
sweat is pouring down from their
faces. Their shirts are drenched with
sweat and plastered with dirt. Their
hands pick the vegetables with a
quick, rhythmic pace.
They work in the fields from
dusk until dawn with determination
in their eyes rather than shame.
Migrant workers are used for
agricultural labor. Ohio's No. I
industry. Recent statistics stated
that Ohio made $67. 8 million last
year from fresh market vegetables.
Among the crops picked by
migrant laborers, cither by hand or
by machine, are bell peppers, tomatoes, strawberries and cucumbers.
'They work hard to give their
children a better life than theirs."
said Ismael Morales, retiree from
the ROTC Department. Morales
was raised in a family of migrant
workers.
David Flores. organizer of the
local Farm Labor Organization
Committee, said some of the issues
faced by migrant farm workers
include conditions of camps and
difficulty obtaining funds from the
government.
"A problem I noticed recently is
that it is harder for migrant farm
workers to get food stamps," he
said. "Also, there is a lack of community support."
He said most people aren't aware
of farm workers in northwest Ohio.

"No one wants to recognize
migrant farm workers because of
the small time they spend here. The
migrant camps and fields are out in
the boondock and those who find
out about them, ignore the issues."
Conditions of Migrant Camps
In 1990 the government offered
to pay 50 percent of housing renovations on migrant camps, according to Pamela Boehm. ethnic studies instructor, who has worked with
migrant families for several years.
However.
several
farmers
refused to take advantage of this
offer because they wanted to avoid
the hassle. Most houses do not have
running water or heat, she said.
According to the 1997 Ohio
Migrant Census, there are 12 camps
in Wood County. The camps vary in
conditions and quality. Specific
names and locations of camps were
withheld. Most camps are 10 to 20
minutes from BG. Boehm said.
"The typical house at camps in
BG are small, one-room units and
made out of wood." Boehm said.
'They don't have neither running
water nor electricity."
She said the houses at other
camps might be nicer because the
grower had used government funds
for housing.
Through the Agricultural Labor
Camp Improvement Program.
"owners and operators of existing
or new agricultural labor camps" in
Ohio may receive a grant of up to
$25,000 for housing, according to
ALCIP webpage.
The Ohio Department of Development's Office of Housing and
Community Partnership makes
funding available from the Ohio
Housing Trust Fund for housing
construction and renovation.
"Not a lot of growers take

advantage of this." Boehm said.
Alma Salinas, a Spanish teacher
at Bowling Green High School,
used to do farm work for nine
years. Her family would migrate
from Florida to farms in Bowling
Green and Findlay every summer.
She used to work at Bloomdale
Camp, which is 15 minutes south of
Bowling Green.
Salinas said the camps had
small, one-room houses with two
beds. The houses had room for a
table, stove and fridge. The houses
had no running water and heat.
"I do not recall ever having a
phone in the house." she said.
Lee Torres, freshman integrated
mathematics major from Santa
Rosa. Texas, said the houses he'd
seen at migrant camps were shacks
He said the paint would be old.
and the windows would be cracked
or taped. The restrooms were rusty,
filthy and dirty. The wood would be
rotten. There would also be rats and
cockroaches living there, according
to Torres.
"Most owners never renovated
the camp houses because the people
are just living there temporarily," he
said. 'There would be some who
renovated the area and left it up to
the inhabitant to keep it clean."
Education
According to Jose P. Salinas,
mentor for minority students at the
University of Findiay. the majority
of the migrant workers in Ohio,
Indiana, and Michigan arc Hispanic.
"In Florida and Georgia there are
more African- American farm
workers and as you go deeper south
you see people of all ethnicity," he
said.
He said 50 percent of Hispanics
graduate from high school, 25 per-
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MIGRANT — A
Bowling Green
migrant worker
picks pickles
in the field last
year.- Soon the
seasonal
migrant workers
will
be
arriving Bowling Green.
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cent go on to college. 10 percent
graduate from college and one percent go on to get a doctorate.
"With migrant families, the figures are much lower." he said.
Mr. Salinas said factors affecting
migrant children education depends
on the family and the area they are
in. One of the common factors that
affect migrant youth education is
the requirements for a high school
diploma that vary state from state.
"For example, in Ohio you need
one unit (year) of government in
order to graduate," he said. "However, in Texas you need a half of

—*

unit of economics and a half of a
unit of government. If a student
from Texas goes to a school in
Ohio, he would be behind one
semester."
Cultural differences can also
play a factor in whether a child continues with his/her education.
"Teachers might not be as understanding of the culture and children
feel as though they are not accepted
at school." he said.
An example he cited was how a
Hispanic child would respond when
l See MIGRANTS, page 5.

Drunk driving
accident changes
students' perspective

BEYOND

DAVE TRUMAN
STAFF WRITER

BEN FRENCH/
The BG Newi
(Top) Seniors
Jess
Willits
and
Nina
O'Agostino
strike a pose at
the millennium
masquerade.
(Bottom) Caricature artist,
Jodie Fleming,
draws a portrait of senior
Jenni Grunden
and
her
friends.

Twenty-five friends gathered at
a Bowling Green apartment one
Friday in February for a party in
honor of one of the host's 21st
birthday.
All were college students —
some from the University of Toledo, most from Bowling Green
State University. Many of them
drank considerable amounts of
alcohol. There were no bar brawls.
There were no fights or arrests.
There were no accidents or complaints from neighbors.
Guests said the party was typical. Some said they had been to
dozens like it in the past, most of
them harmless. On that night, two
guests drove away from the birthday party after drinking. The rest
of them either walked, did not
drink alcohol or had a designated
driver, as was the case with the carload from UT.
Stacey Pinkus. the honoree at
the party, said that if she had it to
do over again, she would not have
let her two friends leave in a car
despite the fact that they made it
safely home that night.
Dangerous situations are most
likely to develop after parties, like
Pinkus, when it is time to go home
or to the next bar or party, according to Bowling Green police Lt.
Linda McCool.
"If you are in Bowling Green
after 1 a.m.. most of the cars on the
street will have someone in them
who has consumed too much alcohol." McCool said. "If people
would stay home and drink with a
few friends it would eliminate a lot
of the problems we have."
Pinkus and roommate Erin
Maxwell learned about the dangers

of drinking and driving first-hand
four months earlier on the morning
of Oct. 3. 1999.
Pinkus, Maxwell and a friend
were returning to Bowling Green
from a Maumec diner shortly after
midnight when their celebration of
Bowling Green's football victory
over arch-rival Toledo abruptly
came to a crashing halt.
A 16-year-old girl ran a flashing
red light on State Route 25. Her
Dodge Neon plowed into the frame
of Maxwell's car between the front
and rear driver-side doors. The girl
was charged with driving under the
influence and was faulted for the
accident. Police estimated she was
going 40-45 miles per hour in a
25mph speed zone.
'The girl that hit us didn't stop
at all." Pinkus said. "We did a
complete 180. so when we stopped
we were facing the direction we
had come from."
Pinkus said the driver was so
intoxicated.that she sat in the car
and showed no emotion even after
Maxwell's other passenger asked
her if she had a cellular phone to
call for help. The girl said nothing.
Police did not even bother to complete her sobriety tests.
Carrie Belair, a certified chemical dependency counselor for the
BGSU Wellness Connection, said
alcohol deceives its user. People
believe they are unaffected when
they are in fact inebriated.
"Alcohol causes diminished
reaction time." she said. "A lot of
people don't sense that, but it has
been timed in the lab and proven. It
can also cause vision problems, a
lack of spatial adjustment - anything you normally need to drive is
compromised."
> See DRIVERS, page 6.

Students
respond slowly
to census
BETH SHOEMAKER
STAH WRITER

Many students worry thai what
they have to say doesn't matter.
Right now. though, students have a
perfect opportunity to have an
impact on the campus and community by filling out their Census
"From a student's standpoint, a
lot of the public services you have
are based on the count we get at the
University." said Peter Williams,
manager lor the Census' Bowling
Green district. "We need everyone
to be counted."
According to Williams, any fulltime students who live either on or
off campus are counted here, instead
of at home with their parents. Many
students don't realize this, and the
Census is suffering as a result.
"We haven't had good response
rates in off-campus housing, particularly in the apartments on Thurstin
Avenue." Williams said.
"The
dorms have been a real challenge,
too."
Sophomore VCT major. Rick
Dennis, lives in Field Manor on
Thurstin Avenue and said that he
hasn't filled out a Census, and he
isn't even sure if he's seen one
around his apartment.
"Hell if I know what's going on,"
he said.
The response rate for the Thurstin
Avenue apartments is 42 percent.
By comparison, other off-campus
housing is between 56 and 59 percent. These fall below the national
average of 64 percent. Ohio's 70
percent and the city of Bowling
Green's 68 percent.
Dorms, which house approximately 6,000 students, present a different type of problem for Census
workers.
"Census forms have been in the
dorms since April 5. We treat them
as a group quarters project."
Williams said. "We try to work very
closely with the school to make sure
that everyone is counted. We would
like 100 percent cooperation."
Sophomore early childhood education major Nicole Kachmar, who
lives in Rodgers Quadrangle, is
among the students who has filled
out the Census.
"I've filled it out. but I haven't
turned it in yet." she said.
Not responding to the Census can
present a variety of problems for
students.
"If BG has 18.000 students and
only 10.000 are accounted for.
there's a problem." Williams said.
"Even from a recruiting standpoint,
if corporations are looking for a
large pool of students, and all students aren't accounted for. the students suffer."
Beginning April 30. census workers will be knocking on the doors of
• See CENSUS, page 6.
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The World
In Brief
55 more bodies found linked
to cult in Uganda
KAMPALA, Uganda (AP) —A
month afta officials dug up hundreds of victims of a Ugandan
doomsday cull, workers yesterday
exhumed ihe bodies of 55 more people — mostly women and children
— from a garage rented by a cull
leader.

Ransom note rejected for 21 kidnapped Malaysians
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ISABELA. Philippines — President Joseph Estrada rejected a
demand for up to $2.4 million in
ransom from kidnappers who took
21 hostages from a Malaysian resort
island, an official said today.
Ihe 21 hostages, including at
least 111 foreigners, were kidnapped
Sunda) and were being held by
Muslim extremists in the mountains
of the impoverished Sulu province
ai Ihe Up of Ihe southern Philippines.

officials said.
At least two Malaysian hostages
were expected to be freed shortly
because they are Muslims, a police
official said. Estrada rejected ransom demands.
"Absolutely not. The government
policy is not to give ransom," Presidential Executive Secretary Ronaldo
Zamora said.
Estrada's chief negotiator denied
media reports attributed to him saying the hostages had been released.

The negotiator, former Muslim
rebel leader Nur Misuari, said it was
possible the kidnappers may consider releasing some of their hostages
at a later time "because it's not easy
to keep 21 people, especially in a
small place."
Philippine officials also denied
the reports.
The governor of a nearby
province where soldiers are attacking a Muslim rebel stronghold to
free 27 other hostages offered citizens a $730 bounty for each guerril-

la they kill.
"They arc the enemies of the citizens, the enemies of the republic,
the enemies ot Islam.'' Basilan Oov.
Wahab Akhar told The Associated
Press.
The two kidnappings, the worst
in the Philippines in years, have
drawn attention to the country's 25ycar Muslim separatist rebellion,
which has killed more than 120.000
people.
Both kidnappings were allegedly
carried out by members of the Abu

Sayyaf, a loosely organized Muslim
extremist group linked to many pre
vious kidnappings. The two. howev
er. may not be directly related, scv
eral officials said
The link "is nol definite," said
military Deputy Chief of Staff lose
Calimlim. He said the motive of the
Malaysian kidnapping appeared to
he money, while the Basilan abductors have made a number of ideological demands, including the release
of three Arab terrorists jailed in the
United States.

Turkish parliament fails to elect president
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Grasshopper Pie
"Grasshopper Pie will
knock you socks off
with fabulous jams and
sweet grooves"

THE ASSOCIATED PXESS

ANKARA. Turkey — The Turkish parliament failed to elect a president in the first round of voting yesterday, delivering a humiliating
blow to Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit.
Observers said that many legislators voted for members of their own
party and arc expected to support
Ecevit's nominee in later balloting.
Parliament votes again on Monday.
Ecevit had secured promises
from every party leader to support
Ahmet Necdet Sezer, a top judge
who has spoken of the need for
democratic reforms and increased
freedom of expression.
Sezer received 281 votes, falling
short of the 367 required for election
in the first round of balloting. There
arc 550 scats in parliament.
The other voles were split among
nine other candidates. The candidate
to come in second, Nevzat Yalcintas,
received only 61 votes.
Several candidates are expected
to drop out of the race in the coming
days.
The vote comes two weeks after
Ecevit was unable to muster enough
votes to amend the constitution and
enable President Suleyman Demirel
to run for another term. Dcmirel's
icrm expires on May 16.

"The leaders, who received a
blow during the debate on the constitution, will receive an even bigger
blow if they fail to have Sezer elected in the first round and make their
trustworthiness questionable." Yeni
Safak, a pro-Islamic newspaper,
wrote before the voting.
Ecevit nominated Sezer as a compromise candidate who was able to
appeal to all parties in parliament.
Earlier this week, the leaders of
all five parties agreed to support
Sezer's nomination. But yesterday's
vote was a secret ballot and the earlier agreement did not require party
leaders to force deputies to vote for
Sezer.
Presidents in Turkey are elected
by parliament.
"I don't even consider the probability that Sezer won't be elected."
Ecevit said late Wednesday.
It is likely that Sezer will be
elected in the second or third round
of voting. In the third round, candidates only need a simple majority to
be elected.
Sezer is the head of the constitutional court and is expected to be a
strong advocate of democratic
reforms if elected. The presidency in
Turkey is a largely ceremonial post,
but presidents are often powerbrokers in times of crises and often
exert strong moral influence
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LOCATION, PRICE & SELECTION

NO PRESIDENT — Turkish Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit casts
his ballot as Parliament holds a first round of presidential elections in Ankara, Turkey, yesterday.

Coming August 2000
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You Will Find The Best Housing With Us!
801THURSTIN -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- S590.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $510.00
517 E. REED -AT Thurstin One Bedroom, 1 Bath,
Furnished or Unfurnished. School Year- Two Person Rate$475.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $405.00
451 THURSTIN -Across from Offenhauer.
Furnished Efficiencies with Full Bath. School Year- One
Perdson Rate- $350.00. One Year- One Person Rate$320.00

M.pli Dillon

americanatextbooks.com
Where you don't stand in line for BIG DISCOUNTS!!!

505 CLOUGH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath Plus
Vamtv.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $610.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $540.00
825 THIRD -One Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath.
School Year- One Person Rate- $425.00
One Year- One Person Kate- $375.00
701 FOURTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath plus
Vanity in BR. School Year- Two Person Rate- $560.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $490.00
640 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Unfurnished, 1 Bath.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00
One Year- $465.00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 2 Baths
One School Year- Four Person Rate- $495.00
One Year- Four Person Rate- $425.00
733. 755. 777 MANVILLE- Two Bedroom, Unfurnished,
one & a half Bath One School Year- $495.00 One Year$425.00
150 1/2 MANVILLE - One bedroom upstairs unit. Limit 2
people. $400.00 per month plus all utilities. Deposit
Available May 20, 2000.
714^ EIGHTH -Duplex. Unit A Only. Two 2 bedroom
units Limit 2 people per unit. $600.00 per month plus
K
utilities. Deposit $601X00.
Available August 24, 2000.

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience We Are Located At
319 E. Wooster Street, across from Taco Bell
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S535.00

Furnished-One Year-Two Person Rate-$440.00
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751 HIGH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Dishwashers. Furnished-School Year-Two Person Rate-

649 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- $535.00
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $440.00
12 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
ishwashers. Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate$550.00. Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - S465.00
818 SEVENTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Flail,
Furnished- School Year- Two Person Rate- S535.00
Furnished- One Year- Two Person Rate- $440.00

Congratulations to
Sigma Kappa's
New Alumni

ffik
BG.SU

Health Service
372-2271

The Student Health Service
Pharmacy only
will be open:
Tuesday, May 9
Thursday, May 11
Monday, May 15
Wednesday, May 17

10:00a.m.-12:00 p.m.
10:00a.m.-12:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

ffik
BGSU

Health Service
372-2271

Administrative office will be open
May 8-19 from 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. (372-2277)
Complete services and patient care will resume Mondav May 22
Monday-Thursday
7:30a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Friday
8:00-11:30 a.m.

*»BI
BECKLEY
CARDY
GROUP
Everything for School

Looking for a Summer Job in Mansfield?
Beckley Cardy Group has been in Mansfield, Ohio for 35 years. Each summer we
hire several hundred students to work in our state of the art distribution center.
We offer an exciting work environment, the opportunity to meet lots of new
friends, multiple shifts, 40 plus hours per week, and competitive wages.
We still have positions available. So, if you are looking for the opportunity to earn
some real money during the summer, simply stop by Career Services to obtain an
application. We are located at 100 Paragon Parkway in Mansfield. For further
information call us at 419-589-1496 or 800-305-0174, extension 1496.
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WHITE
bleached/
Constricting veins, the blood
flow to the brain slows/
They're so f@#$in' ordinary
while
(I'm running a little low on
the creativity this week kids so I
Eot to thinking about inspiration,
ately, I've been getting pretty
incensed by ignorant attitudes
toward me ana their blatant disregard for feelings of others.
Here's where a friend of mine
says I hop into angry white
woman mode. A rebuttal is
needed... of course...)
A simple little ditty by my
friends and yours. NOFX

Don 'i call me while
The connotations wearing my
nerves thin/
Could it be semantics generating the mess we're in?/
I understand that language
breeds stereotype/
But what's the explanation fur
the malice, for the spite?
Don V call me white
I wasn 't brought here, I was
born/

Circumcised, categorized, allegiance sworn/
Does this mean I have to lake
suchsh'i/
For being fairskinned? No!/
I ain l a part of no conspiracy,
I'm Just your average Joe
Don't call me while

Represents everything I hate/
The sttap shoved III the mouth to
cleanse the mind/
The vast majority of sheep/
A buttoned collar, starched and

my little heart as I sat in the front
row of Lear North Elementary in
the fourth grade.
It changed everything about me.
the drums. I can hear them even
now. but I turn away. My daydreaming diminishes and I try to
concentrate on my messed up state
of being.
Instead 1 stare into the depths of
Bridal Veil Falls, there are so many
things I wish to say. but no courage
to say them. Sometimes. I can hear
lost conversations in my mind, like
ghosts from bygone eras. Then I
remember the faces of those who
are now my enemies, but were
once my dearest friends. Nothing
lasts forever, but why can I not forget the pain then?
"I'm feaning for a camel wide"
my friend Kym says in a low voice,
but Ben laughs and says, "Thought
you quit." We hop back into Ins
black probe and slowly drive back
into our town. Kartels. the 24-hour
truck stop with greasy burgers
that'll kill an iron stomach, is our
next destination.
"Moxy stix with ranch and Dr.
Pepper." I shouldn't even say it
anymore, the waitress knows what
I want.
I want to go back to that state of
innocence where I can grow up to
be anything and my biggest dilemma is whether to wear my green
high tops or the blue ones.
Instead. I watch the mozzarella
cheese drip onto my plate and
think about the arcade. The smoke
of Space Invaders is almost too
much for sensitive lungs, but I
hack out a couple coughs and deal
with it. I hit the Street Fighter vs.
X-Men machine and begin to surprise the bigot a**holes that come
up to challenge me. It's amusing to
watch their faces because they

Don't call me white
(Okay, so I'm not your aver-,
age Joe but you get the drift. So
the next time you're considering
diversity remember that it's not
just about adding a minority and
stirring. And now for the creativity.)
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HOURS-1996

I think about it constantly, and it
controls the very essence of my
being. It plagues my thoughts night
and day. crawling through the confines of my mind. I envision the
metro parks, the deep somber colors of dusk upon the brazen leafs
of autumn. It was there that my lips
touched the cold silver of my flute
and played the music which continues to echo throughout my
being.
A Cleveland band called Mushroomhead is on the mix tape in my
car, "Shooting for Emphysema by
s.i>
4 o'clock." it's a line that
always amused me and now I
laugh out loud.
There is no one around to hear
me. but at the same time I feel as
though there are a million clown
faces, tormenting. Their eyes are
painted blood red and their mouths
maniacal and twisted with purple
stains, as though they had drunk
too much wine.
"I remember... the sweet taste of
the wine." I recall the skeleton in
the childhood cartoon, "The Last
Unicorn." I can still feel the music,
the drums that pounded through

\w\\\ .tlit. 'omiMi.com
\» \t«.rcr.com,. V\ i
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http://www.webbyawards.com
Sites that make Page 3° laugh
It's the end of the semester, and thanks to the University providing you with the
I Internet, you've visited a lot of fun and informative Web sites. Time to put all that elec- ■
r ironic meandering to use.
The International Academy of Digital Arts and Sciences hosts the "Oscars of the
Internet." Visit the Webby Awards page and vote for your favorites:

don't believe I can do anything,
just 'cuz I'm a girl
I digress, there is little satisfaction in pummcling 15-year-olds, so
we soon head home I hit my pillow hard. I've got a swim meet in
the morning
My bedroom is the brightest in
the house so I'm flooded with sunlight and wide awake by eight
o clock even though I don't have
to be at warm ups till ten.
Warm ups arc always a hitch
because you cither do really well
and arc loo cocky for your first
event or you bomb and you're terrified
I swim the A100 meter reluv as
the back-strokcr so I have no time
to panic. I want to though. I hit the
water and it's freezing, that's good
water to me cus it gives better pull
"Back-strokers
take
your
mark..."
I pull my body up onto the bar
and out of the water, then arc into
the depths, fly kicking with all my
might. "Pull!", my teammates
scream out. Although their voices
are deafening, like the drums in my
heart. I can only feel the water
against my skin.
I see the Mississippi as my body
is serpentine through the water.
Like the serpent that came down
from the Nordic mountains to create the river itself. My grandmother told me these stories and I
remember her soft hands as she
guided my arms through the
muddy water, telling me how she
once swam across the river itself.
None of this has anything to do
with the situation on hand, but the
water makes me think, sometimes
too much. The complexities of my
flip turn are nothing compared
with the breath of life swimming
gives me.
The lights above me are like
lightning bugs as they flash past
and my fingers touch the wall, the
breast-slroker takes off. My body
is glistening with sweat and chlorine, my teammate Kevin hugs and
congratulates.
I run to the locker room and
throw up. I know I did my best
only if that happens, because the
rush and exhilaration of the event
are too much for my body to handle. The drums are still pounding
but I have another event...
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Ohio weather
Friday, April 28
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Youngstown 66 MO

Well there you go. See you at the
bars this weekend!
shefkri @ bgnel. bgsu. edu
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MAY TO MAY RENTALS
105 S. COLLEGE - Two bedroom unfurnished unit.
Limit 2 people. No parking. $450.00 per month,
tenants pay all utilities. Avail. May 20, 2000.
722"* ELM STREET- One bedroom furnished
upstairs unit. Limit 1 person. Grad Student preferred.
$375.00 per month, tenants payall utilities.
Avail. May 20, 2000.
150"* MANVILLE- Upstairs one bedroom
unfurnished unit. Limit 2 people. $400.00 per month, tenants pay all utihtes. Avail. May 20, 2000.
329 E. WOOSTER STREET- GRAD STUDENTS
ONLY! Three bedroom unfurnished unit. Limit 3
people. $575.00 per month, tenants pay all utilities.
Avail. May 20, 2000,

Call

JOHN N E \V L O V K
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 554-2260
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OPINION
unmv. bgnews.com/opin ion

Student groups should work together
The year is practically over; all
that's left is the usual cramming for
finals, storage renting and summer
vacation arrangements. As I look
over the year I have some suggestions to make the new year better.
We already have the administrators
doing their part to drag our University into the millennium with the
renovation of the Union and Offenhauer East, the unveiling of the new
Psychology building, the cable in
everyone's room next year, the
upcoming air-conditioning in the
rec. and the much-needed new Internet system. But I have some suggestions that the students can do to
make Bowling Green State University a better university.
And my suggestion is for the student organizations to come together
and form some unity. We already
have representatives of most of the
organizations that are senators in the
USG. but I think a caucus twice a
month or so would be more beneficial. Something like all the presidents, vice presidents, or members
of every organization can meet and
discuss the plans and programs they
want to sponsor for the year.
As it is now. people rely on the
organization that they are involved
in to provide them with activities.
The African-American community
relies on the Black Student Union.
NAACP and Gospel Choir. The Hispanic community relies on the Latino Student Union and their Greek

1 cSit

more people will know about it.

doing huge functions like the concert on their own. More things can
be done and at greater scales
because all of the organizations are
meeting and can co-sponsor activities. For instance, instead of having
someone who is unknown to some
perform, we can have artists that we
have seen on television and whose
CDs we own. More possibilities are
open when the University's student
organizations come together.

Finally it has come! It's within
our reach! Bring out the confetti, the
Bowling Green State University
band, and the fireworks.

"I would like to see
more events than an
occasional movie
sponsored by the
UAO, Latinopolooza,
Kwanzaa, or a
concert. These events
are great and
wonderful, but what
about the everyday
needs of the
students'?"
organizations. And this pattern is the
same for many students. As a result,
people get left out and they are
unheard because there is no forum
where everyone has a representative
that makes their opinions and voices
heard.
This way we all have a say in
which programs we want, and organizations don't have to worry about

There has been a lot of opposition
about some events from students
including myself lately, but that
wouldn't have happened if the community on this campus wasn't so
separate and stratified. If we were
united and helped each other hold
events, then having an activity
would be easier because there is
more money backing each organization.

Coming together is a great way
for the organizations to supply entertainment that the city cannot. There
are clubs, but the mall and stores
close practically at the same time we
are just getting home from class.
Many students don't have access to
a car. and those who do aren't eager
about going to a lot of places far
away, especially with the inflation of
gas prices. But by all the organizations big and small coming together
they can actually give the students
what they want. I would like to see
more events than an occasional
movie sponsored by the UAO.
Latinopolooza. Kwanzaa. or a concert. These events are great and
wonderful, but what about the
everyday needs of the students?
Maybe we can have more than one
concert a year or have some kind of
activity that is provided every weekend.
Though smaller organizations
provide programs and activities they
are often not publicized enough and
get a small number of participants.
This too can be remedied by the
organizations coming together. If
there are more people involved,
more people to lend a hand and help.
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In the caucus or alliance that I am
suggesting, all organizations would
have a say and would be able to provide programs so the community
can experience new cultures, to
which college is suppose to introduce us all. There are still more horizons to broaden. There are still
things that I can stand to learn more
about the Hispanic, Jewish, Asian,
and Native American culture. We
can celebrate all of our differences
by coming together and providing
programs and activities that teach
the student body the practices of different cultures.
Let's work on making next year
truly better not just because we are
getting cable and getting a better
Internet system, but because we
have readjusted our attitudes and
begun to work together.

Erin Bailey is a BG New columnist. She can be reached at crinlyn @bgnet.bgsu. edit
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WBGU management

justified
In defense of WBGU 88.1 management, I would like to say that
having worked for them for the past
2 years as their news director. Front
and Center coordinator and co-host
as well as the coordinator and host
for Second Stage, the local music
show, they are extremely professional station managers and they follow
all policies as strict as any commercial station.
As soon as new staff members
are hired, they stress the importance
of professionalism and following
FCC rules and regulations which
include absolutely no profanity on
the air, as well as threatening commentary aimed toward a particular
person or group. All staff members
are fully aware of this and the consequences we could face should we
blatantly disrespect these rules.
I have worked very closely with
General Manager Randy Moore, and
Program Director Justin Hemminger. who is now taking the position of GM since Randy is graduating next month. They have more
than prepared me for my work now
in commercial radio in Toledo. Had
it not been for their guidance and
expertise I would not be where I am
today and I sincerely thank them for
enforcing their standards and regulations because that is how it is in corporate radio.
For people who are serious about
broadcasting, being able to follow
policy is 90 percent of what it takes
in order to make it in the "real

world." If any DJ in the corporation
I work for in the Toledo market had
played profanity-laden songs or
threatened anyone on our Toledo airwaves they would be fired instantly
as well — that's just common sense.
We all have community standards to
follow and being that we are providing a service to our students and
community we want to strive for
professionalism and good broadcasting standards.

Tami Budwick
lamib@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Latino fiat put foot in
mouth

your group has reformed and 1
would like to offer some advice
about which council to join. If I
were you I would stay clear of the
IFC council, as it is f***ed up. Its
main goal is to buy into all University propaganda and handicap fraternities. The positive for IFC is access
to better resources, which they usually find a way to mess up.
My argument is one-sided, as I
am unfamiliar with NPHC, so take it
for what it is worth. I may be a
member of the Greek System, but
that does not mean I agree with it or
turn my head to the fact that it is
flawed and ineffective, though that
is also a matter of University support. Much like choosing which fraternity to join, just follow your
heart, Mr. Torres, and you won't go
wrong.

wounds have healed, but my conscience will not be clear if I do not
make my apology public to those
who are willing to forgive me for the
error in judgment I made. There is
no excuse for my behavior; however, there is a reason. I was going
through very painful times in my life
which was triggered by experiences
I was having during my final semester at BGSU.
As a cry for help, I chose to selfdestruct not only myself but relationships I had with various members of the University in an attempt
to gain attention. I did in fact get the
attention, but not how I had anticipated. By no means did I ever intend

on the street
Question: Have you ever driven drunk?

Chris "Kooter"
Hessler
Junior
Psychology
"Yes, but only
because the designated driver was
passed out in the
back of my truck."

Lauren Chojnakci
Freshman
VCTf
"No, I don't like to
drive drunk."

Andrea Hoag
Freshman
Marketing
"No, too many of
my friends have
had bad outcomes."
to hurt anyone during that time, but
my actions did more than hurt people I truly care about; it created turmoil on campus, cost money and
landed me in the legal system
Through counseling. I believe m>
wounds have been healed and I can
apologize and truly mean it. I am
very sincere when i say I am very
SORRY for what I did. I am asking
for forgiveness as I have suffered
tremendously for my actions and
would like to move on. I cannot,
however, move ahead in life without
knowing that the community that I
once lived in and the school lhat
gave me an outstanding graduate
education has truly forgiven me of

Angie Mathern
Junior
Physical Education
"Yes, coming back
from Windsor and
my two friends
were drunk so I
drove."

Brian Conde
Senior
Computer Science
"Unfortunately
yes. because my
beer was getting
warm at home.."
my misdeeds.
I do hereby apologize to the
administration, staff, faculty and.
most importantly, students of
BGSU. I am still paying the price of
my actions and will continue to do
so, but knowing that I have made
peace with the University and its
community will lift one burden off
my shoulder.

Omobonike Odegbami
omobonike@lwlmail.com

Robert McAfee

I have a few comments to make
in regards to the statements made by
Mr. Torres of SLB. Mr. Torres
spoke of his fraternity as having a
"rigorous screening process," but it
cannot be so great a process after the
ignorance displayed in claiming
your group to be "the only international fraternity" at BG.
Allow me set the record straight:
Your statement is wrong. The Delta
Upsilon International Fraternity has
existed on this campus for over SO
years and has been international
since the founding of the McGill
Chapter of Canada in 1898.
I hope you understand that my
goal here is for the truth in the
media. Personally. I am glad that

rmcafee@bgnet. bgsu. edu

Recipient of own hate
mails apologizes
Almost a year ago. I created an
unfortunate situation on the campus
of BGSU that left many in shock,
created racial tensions, and left me
in a state of despair. As many may
recollect, I sent hate mails to myself
and filed false charges with the campus police, which If ft authorities in a
wild goose chase.
Time has passed and hopefully

We're still taking applications for both summer and fall positions at The BG News!
Fall editorships and "kneeling" have been filled, but other positions in all departments
are still available. Pick up an application and get a look at the digs on the second floor
of West Hall.

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write
us and let us know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced
pages). These are usually In response to a current
Issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800
words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and
considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy
on a labeled disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave it in the Opinion
Editor's mailbox. Or, send it on e-mail to
tran1Pbgnet.bgsu.edu and give It the subject, "Letter to the Editor."
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MIGRANTS
Continued from page 1.
disciplined. In the Hispanic culture,
when the parent disciplines the
child, the child looks down to show
inferiority.
'This is instilled in a child as
early as elementary school." he said
'Teachers who aren't aware of this
might be offended and think (he
child doesn't care."
However, in the Anglo culture, a
child shows they are paying attention by looking the discipliner in the
eye when getting reprimanded.
Furthermore, migrant students
might not have a sense of belonging
because they know they have to
leave soon. Because of this, students
might not develop a relationship
with teachers and vice versa.
Another possible factor is that
children understand the power of
money early in life.
'Tney rationalize the amount of
money they would be making, if
they stayed at home, as opposed to
going on to higher education," Mr.
Salinas said.
Torres had similar thoughts.
He said about 80 percent of the
people from his area (Santa Rosa.
Texas) were migrant workers. When
he encounters friends from the field,
he finds it disappointing that they
had dropped out of junior high
school to support their family by
working in the fields.
"I respect their decisions, but it is
a waste of life," he said. "Luckily, I
was a good student in school. I am
very fortunate for God inspiring my
mother to encourage me to go to
school."
Even when Torres was juggling
both school and working in the
fields, there were programs that prevented him and other migrant children from falling behind academically. At Santa Rosa High School in
Texas, there is a program called
Smart Project.
'They would videotape the classes, which would be an hour long,"
he said. 'The student would watch it

and do a worksheet and take a test
once a month. If students passed the
examination, then they received
credit."
Mr. Salinas said the Ohio
Migrant Education Center seeks out
migrant children, identify them for
the school year, and provide educational services that arc funded by the
Ohio Department of Education.
One of the OMEC programs is
night school for migrant students
during the summer. A bus will pick
up the children at 5:30 p.m. and they
will get home around II p.m. Students can receive a half credit in history, math and English. A counselor
would design a special program to
meet individual students' needs.
"Not every high school docs
this." he said. The migrant youth in
BG might be sent to a high school in
Woodville. Ohio. 20 miles north, of
BG."
Shirley Green, training and
employment coordinator from Rural
Opportunities, Inc., said OMEC
addresses educational issues and
prepares students for proficiency
exams.
"ROI received a Youth Grant
that helps students age 21 and
younger with passing their proficiency tests in high school." she
said.
Child Laborers
Boehm said since agriculture is
the No. I industry in Ohio, child
labor laws was lenient, although
laws prohibit a child under age 14
from working.
Torres said he worked at farm at
age 7.
"Working in the gin was dangerous work, because often 1 would go
in with a woolly sweater with a pole
to make more wheat fit in. It was
100 degrees and there were small air
holes and the wheat could easily
have pulled me in. as it was poured,
but I just stepped out of the way
quickly. I could have easily been
killed," Torres recalled.
Although his life was in danger,
his boss still told him to go in, since

he was small enough, but warned
him to be careful.
Mrs. Salinas recalled working in
fields. She began working in the
fields at age 10. At age 13 she was
assigned to a row working along her
mother's side.
"I have mixed feeling about the
work." she said. "Me and my mother used the time to talk, while working. Inside I was thinking there has
to be something better for me. I wasn't sure how to find a way out."
Health
One of the health issues faced by
migrant workers is pesticide poisoning. According to Patricia Reyes, an
ROI employee and a farm worker
advocate, about 30 percent of the
pesticides used in fields are harmful.
She estimated that 50 percent of
migrant workers come in contact
with pesticide.
She said some workers are
unaware of it because of lack of
information from their grower or
crew leader on pesticide safety or
when pesticide is being sprayed in
the fields. Also, some workers might
fear going for help because if they
were an undocumented worker, they
would be sent back to their homeland.
"Pesticide can enter your body
through your skin, eyes, nose and
mouth," she said. 'The most common way is through the skin."
Harmful pesticides can cause
cancer, birth defects and death. Others might cause rashes, runny nose
or illnesses.
Torres said he was cautious when
he was picking oranges in the field
and pesticides were being sprayed.
Although workers were not allowed
in (he fields, pesticide still spread.
Protective clothing he'd worn
included several pairs of gloves,
long sleeved sweaters, boots with
metal plates, a mask covering his
face and a big hat.
"It would be 90 degrees. We're
working under (he hot sun with
about 10 pounds of metal on each
leg along with a huge sack," Torres

said. It was important that workers
wore all of this to be protected from
pesticides and snakes."
Mrs. Salinas said the location of
(he houses at the migrant camps
were a hazard, because they were
close to the fields.
"Whenever
pesticide
was
sprayed on the fields, the workers
were told to stay out." she said.
"Farm workers only protection was
avoidance, wearing long sleeves,
gloves and hats. There was an
emphasis on washing one's hands
before eating."
Community Mentality
Torres said one of the of migrant
farm workers is that they are all

Latino.

"Most of the people I worked
with are poor, lower-class white," he
said.
Boehm said that in Bowling
Green, migrant workers are looked
upon as dirty.
"Bowling Green is a conservative
town that is predominantly white,
she said. "Often the sight of a

migrant worker stopping at Meijers
on the way home, dirty and sweaty,
is unappealing."
She said thai. a( one lime, the
people in the community had tried to
rent out space at a church (o have a
d:iy care center for migrant workers.
'They didn't want (he migrant
children there because they feared
they might have lice." she said.
"There is a lack of openness to
understand. Also, most people don'l
understand the nature of the work.
Workers work 12 hours a day and
fall below the poverty level."
Furthermore, migrants are often
confused as illegal immigrants.
"Migrant and immigrant are two
terms that are used often interchangeably," Boehm said.
She said a migrant is someone
who travels within the state, while
an immigrant is someone who
comes to the Unites State from
another country.
"Not all immigrants are undocumented," she said. "This is a myth I
try to dispel. [And) a majority of the

migrants are legal citizens."
Torres said migrant farm workers"
are often viewed as people who live
off government money.
,
'They work in (he fields so they
won't have to depend on ihe govern- '
ment. They don't like handouts," he

said.

Morales said things haven't ■
changed since the 60s even though,
there arc legal battles regarding
injustices, endangerment of workers
due (o pesticide and owners not
abiding by policies.
"Migrant workers are considered
ihe forgotten Americans," he said.
"The larger economy depends on
migrant workers."
People need to remember the
value of migrant workers. Torres
said.
"If it weren't for migrant workers,
they wouldn't have such things:
fruits, vegetables, and clothes," he
said.

HELP WANTED!^
4&f&
SUMMER 2000
1*3
^ JOB OPPORTUNITIES AT B.G.S.U. |jgj
EMPLOYMENT IS AVAILABLE THIS SUMMER WITH DINING SERVICES
RATES START AT $5.70.
9 Dining Services will be operating facilities in Founders, Commons, and Kreischer
this summer. Additionally, Catering and banquet services will be hiring
part-time staff.
• If you are interested in summer employment with us, applications are available
at any Dining Services cashier or office.

The Montessori Teacher
Education Institute of
Bowling Green

• Applicants will be contacted by the Summer Scheduling Office.

Are you a College
Student, Educator,
Home Schooler, or Day
Care Provider?

■9i

Company

'Extended houn
for Finals Week!*
flon.-TIi H

Learn the time-proven

Montessori
Approach
to Early Childhood
Education.
Take our comprehensive one-year
program and become a Credentialed
Monlessori Early Childhood Educator.
OR
Take only (he program module(s)
most useful to you and receive
Continuing Educaliorv'Prolessional
Development Credits.
Classes start June 12, 2000, and
space is limited. Call today, or visit our
website, for complete program details
Karen Bro(zki. Program Director
630 S. Maple St. BG. OH 43402
419-352-4203 monlesso8wcnet.org
www.wcnet.org/-montesso/

Students, Faculty
and Staff...

525 Ridge Street
Bowling Green, OH
(419)354-3278

Many thanks for all the
business over the past
academic year!

Fri. <\-t>
100 University Hall
Summer Hours
Monday - Friday 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Closed Saturday &. Sunday

Hake your end of the year
5$ COP I E$!
projects look professional! IBURSARABIE

7

^
Great Apartments Still Available for Fall 2000 At

* SS

LIVING CflNVflS

GREENBPJAR!

ttoos • Body Piercing • Tobacco Accessorios
AND MUCH MORE!

445 E. Woo»ter St.
354-5203 • Tattoo

lumbia Court Apartments

353-5992 • Store

$775 - $900 mo. • Close To Campus!

1

Mercer Manor Apartments
$775 - $850 mo. • AC, Fireplaces!

East Merry Apartments
$725 mo. • Newly Remodeled

Also a few spots still open at Field Manor Apartments and
Frazee Ave. Apartments. Both $625 to $675 a month. Close To Campus!

Apartments Also Available For Summer Rental!
352-0717
224E.Wooster

GREENBR1AR, INC.

Visit Us Before You Leave BG!

/

-V***
*••***
*-.

*•

r New Location in May
We are moving in the 2nd wepk of M.iv
In 143 W Wooslet SI

WEEKLM SALES THRU 5»3LOO
Week Of 4/10 Sweaters - Buy 1 get 2?M 25% off
Gloves & Mittens Buy 1 get 2nd FREE!
Hats- Buy 1 get 2nd 1/2 off
4/17 20% Off Long Sleeved Blouses
4/24 15% Off All Candles
5/1
15% Off Tapestries & Rugs
Sweaters - Buy 1 get 2nd 25%Off
5/15 10% Off T-Shirts
5/22 15% Off Rugs & Tapestries & Beaded Curtains
5/29 Free pouch with purchase of glass hand held tobacco pipe of $ 30 or more
Many New Items!
We have plenty of Hide a Hole barbells in stock for those of you with tongue piercings going
home to relatives. Also, unique jeweled barbells & cool belly button rings.
Tattoo Shop End of Year Special Naval Piercings $25 now thru 5/6/00
$5.00 off tattoo over $30 thru 5/6/00
All piercing prices have been reduced permanently!
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CENSUS-

DRIVERS

Continued from page 1.

NEWI9VE
J Rentals

off-campus students who haven't
filled out and returned their Census. Nationally, all Census information must be completed by Dec.
31.
"We encourage students to get
involved by filling out their Census

as soon as possible," Williams
said. "Also, for students who arc
interested, we encourage them to
come down and work in the Census office."
Students can reach the Bowling
Green Census office by calling
353-2751 or toll-free at 1-888-3257733.

Attention All Students!
Turn in those Census forms!

502 N. PROSPECT ST. # C

y

Stand Up & Be Counted!

EfTicency apartment located

in a triplex. Very private, located

ice announcement from the U.S. Census Bureau

close to Campus and downtown.
Unfurnished. Free Water & Sewer.
$315.00 per month plus utilities for a
12 month lease.

A Resume 4 Success
Specializing in affordable,
professionally developed
resumes for college
grads,internships and
entry-level positions.

■^■as

1024 E. WOOSTER ST.
# Rec Room:
Two bedroom partially furnised lower
apartment. Across from Campus.
Free Gas Heat. Water & Sewer.
i - ic nn pCr month p|us electric for a
12 month lease.
332 S. Main St.* 352-5620
www.newloverealty.com

Stress-free cn-line service!!
Remember, your first impression is
your resume, and It better be a good one!
Contact us by visiting our web site at:
http://www.aresume4success.com

gJx,

2>octm£u4m fcowiuuf, q.teen
April 29 • April 30
12-5pm

Commons
Dining Center

B

G

S

U

MM
Student

[*3

Personnel

UNIVERSITY
DINING
SERVICES

Coordinator

Interested students contact Commons Dining Center
at 372-2563 and ask for Sam.

SHHMTJIIT

UNIVERSITY
DINING
SERVICES

Tta Bachelor and
IBachdorette Party Gift
Headquarters!!
Dancers frorfi any club in the area receive 25% off our
wide selection of Dancewear and shoes!

COUPLES DAY- EVERY SATURDAY
:ir»i-i:i:t2

13 Host Galleries Featuring Local Professional & Novice Artists!
Professional Showcase Highlights 13 Local Professionals.
Community Showcase Highlights:
6 Novice Artists • BGSU Ceramics Dept. • Kenwood Elementary
Jordan Family Development Center • Weston Girl Scout Troop #954

Couples receive 10% off all purchases.

VIDEO SALE!
Adult Rated 2/$25 or $19.95 each

THE LOVE bOUTIQUE
135 5. Byrne Bd. Toledo 5310079 Vint us through our separate entrance

excuse me,
class of 2000,
have you joined your
dass network yet?

DIVISION Of STUM NT AffAIRS

o Work flexible hours!
o Start at $5.85 an hour!
o Have FUN!

o Meet new people!

S

Sponsored by:

Pinkus said her friends took plenty of precautions when they drank
even before the accident, but now
she gets angry when she hears about
people getting behind the wheel
after having one or two drinks.
"She was less than a mile away
from her home." Pinkus said. "I was
really upset. Why couldn't she have
just called her parents and asked
them for a ride home. Even now. I
can remember details from that
night. It seems like it was yesterday
I wouldn't want anyone to go
through that."
McCool said arrest statistics
show why BGSU students have a
reputation for unsafe use of alcohol.
The number of DUI arrests rose
sharply from 68 in May, June and
July to 89 in August, September and
October 1999. That represents a 30
percent increase.
She said the change is likely
attributable to the return of students
to town in the fall after a summer
off. She put even more stock in a 68
percent increase, 465 arrests in the
summer, versus 782 in the fall, in
disorderly conduct arrests over the
same time frame.
"Most of our disorderly conduct
arrests involve loud parties and there
is almost always alcohol involved."
McCool said. "We do have more
foot patrol officers downtown in the
fall, but the same nitmber of cars are
out there to catch drunk drivers."
Belair said students know the
dangers of drinking and getting
behind the wheel.
"College is a time people experiment with alcohol," she said. "People make mistakes and go overboard. Young people tend to think

they are invincible."
Pinkus and Maxwell had the
notion of invincibility destroyed for
them, and were lucky to come away
from the experience in one piece.
"The cop and the tow truck driver
said they had never seen such a bad
accident where the driver walked
away." Maxwell said. "I remember
hearing the impact of the crash. I
remember the song that was on the
radio. 1 remember seeing her out of
the comer of my eye and slamming
on the brakes."
Angela Roberts, operations manager for BG Taxi, said her company
is usually a safe alternative to driving while intoxicated.
"We make an effort to make sure
that everyone gets home safely," she
said. "We do reserve the right to
deny transportation if the driver
decides a passenger might cause
damage to the vehicle."
Those instances have been rare
because "people know the rules."
she said.
BG Taxi closes at 12 a.m., but
McCool said BG is such a small city
that walking is usually another
viable alternative.
Pinkus said her October accident
has prompted her to be more careful,
but she knows everyone has to use
alcohol responsibly for anyone to be
safe.
"I'm upset that it happened, but I
am mostly just angry with the girl,"
she said. "She should have never
gotten behind the wheel that night. I
often wonder why the timing was
just right. Like if we would have
stayed at the restaurant just a little
longer, or left a little bit sooner."
"When you get behind the wheel
when you are drunk, you obviously
are not just hurting yourself," she
said.

DTVOrON Of STUD6NT AFFAIRS

o Mature individual required
o Outgoing personality
o Needs to be easily accessible
to staff
o Able to set up routine office
hours
o Pay begins at $6.75 an hour

Work for
University
Dining
Services
Catering!

"Free!
*Rain or Shine!
*AII Ages Welcome!
*Tour Brochures at sites
with ArtWalk logo.
'Enter to Win Free Prizes from
over 19 Downtown Merchants

Continued from page 1.

Give us a call at 372-7505 or stop in at
McDonald Dining Hall Catering Services
office to become part of our catering team.

I.

bgsu.eGradZOOO.com
This is your very own networking, career-building, real-world guiding,
relationship-advising, finance-helping, deal-giving graduation site - from your friends at

Log on in 204 West Hall and get a
FREE T-SHIRT!

Bgraa-i.niiB
CDJOBTWIK.COM
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Tennis

Men begin quest for MAC tournament title with strong day
DOROTHY WRONA
SPORTS

W(m»

They slunned the competition
and tied for the Mid-American Conference regular season title. Their
next goal is to take the tournament.
The men's tennis team began
their quest for the MAC Tournament
title yesterday morning. They won
their quarterfinal match 4-0 over
seventh seed Buffalo.
Brandon Gabel and Vitck Wild
defeated Justin Brtko and Budi
Susanto 8-4 in their first flight doubles match.
Geoff Hiscox and Ed Kuresman
led David Rmihovich and Fery Kasiman 7-4 in the second flight.
Peter Gardonyi and Nicolas
Lopez-Acevedo thumped Sean Kelley and Tim Powell 8-0 in No. 3
doubles.
Singles belonged to the Falcons
as well. Wild led Susanto 7-5 in the
first flight.
Nicolas Lopez-Acevedo beat
Kasiman 6-3. 6-2 in the No. 2
match.

MICHAEL
LEHMKUHLE/The
BGNews

REJOICE — A
tennis
player
throws his hands
up in the air after
winning a match
earlier this season. The men's
tennis team compeated in the first
round of the
MAC tournament
today.

Mike Kossoff took the third flight
6-2. 4-1 from Brtko.
Kuresman followed with a 6-2. 5-

I lead over Rmihovich in the tourth
flight.
Gabel won the fifth flight 6 0 61 against Powell
Micael Lopez-Acevedo won his
sixth flight match 6-1, 6-0 ovet Kel
ley.
With the victor) the Falcons
advance to the semifinals The) will
play either Ball Slate ot Eastern
Michigan this afternoon .it I ai the
University of Toledo.
Women
The women's tennis team was
picked to finish sixth in the MAC
preseason coaches" poll. After stun
ning the competition they will enter
their tournament as the No ' seed
The Falcons will face Hall State
in the first round today. BGSU heat
the Cardinals 5 2 in the regular season. However, after the loss to
Northern Illinois. BGSU head coach
Penny Dean is not underestimating
the Cardinals.
"We beat them once," Dean said
"If we maintain uur level of play we
should hopefully beat them again "
She added that the Falcons need
to play hard .11 all singles and doubles positions.
This season BGSU has impmved
a lot in singles play. The players

understand strategy better and use
more shots in their games to fool
their opponents.
BGSU has Suffered early exits
from the tournament in the last few
years Dean hopes the roster of
upperclassmcn will use their experience to know what to expect and be
menially ready.
Part of the problem in the tournament. Dean said, is dial the team
nervous before big matches.
This -eason they are approaching
the lournameni as another tennis
match. But Dean knows what the
Falcon tennis team can do
"Within the girls the) have a lot
oi intensity and a lot of motivation."
Dean said. "Otherwise they wouldn't be the players that they are."
The Falcons' quarterfinal match
will be I p.m. today against Ball
Slate in Kalamazoo. Mich.
Wild named Player of the Week
Vitck Wild was named the MAC
Playei of Ihc Week for the final
week of the regular season. He went
2-0 in singles and doubles in Falcon
road wins over Eastern Michigan
and Toledo. His career mark in regiilai season matches is ll-l.

Baseball

Early-bird 16 Tigers, Sox suspended total of 82 games for brawl
fans flock
to Dayton
stadium
THEASSOI IATED PRESS

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHICAGO ■
In what is
believed to be the harshest penalty
for a brawl in baseball history. 16
members of the Detroit Tigers and
Chicago White Sox were suspended
yesterday for a total of 82 games.
"They're trying to set an example
fbl the rest of the league," White
Sox manager Ron Schueler said. "I
think it will. I think you're going to
see around the league a little more
reluctance to start fights or get
involved with them.
"I respect the decision." he said.
"Don't necessarily agree with it. but
I respect it."
Managers Phil Garner of Detroit
and Jerry Manuel of the White Sox
were suspended for eight games
each for Saturday's two fights at
Comiskey Park. Tigers coach Juan
Samuel must sit out 15 for throwing
punches.
Detroit third baseman Dean
Palmer, who charged the mound
after being hit by Jim Parque in the
first fight, was suspended for eight
games. Parque got a three-game suspension. Chicago outfielder Magglio Ordonez was suspended for
five.
White Sox reliever Keith Foulke,
who got the worst of the brawl,
needing five stitches to close a cut
under his left eye. was suspended for
three games.
There were 25 people fined —
including the 16 who also received
suspensions — ranging from $3,000
for Palmer to $500 for Detroit pitchers Danny Patterson and Jim Poole.
"We researched this as best we
could, and we think this is the
largest mass suspension ever." base-

DAYTON. Ohio — Pans showed
up early yesterday to welcome
minor-league baseball to the city and
christen the $23 million Fifth Third
Stadium.
A standing-room-only crowd of
9.000 was expected to pack the stadium to see the home opener of the
Dayton Dragons, the Class-A affiliate of the Cincinnati Reds. The
Dragons, who are in first place in the
Midwest League's Rastcrn Division,
have been playing on the road since
the season began.
Hours before gates opened, ticketholders and fans without tickets
gathered along the wrought ironfence that rings the outfield.
They strained to speak above the
roar of last-minute construction. The
stadium won't be completely finished for several weeks, but that didn't dampen their excitement about
having a team and a downtown stadium in a city that has been struggling to revitalize.
"This is fantastic," said Tim Gibson, 42. 'This is one of the few
times in my life I can say I'm really
proud to be from Dayton. I would
love to bring friends and family
from out of the area, love to bring
them in."
"We haven't had anything like
this for years here," said Bill Dozier,
62. "No excitement, no entertainSoftball
ment, no anything."
Larry Moore, who was released
from the hospital two weeks ago
after spending 45 days there with a
kidney ailment, clung to the fence
and smiled.
"I haven't got all my, strength
back yet," said Moore. 51. "I just
•wanted to come out and see it."
Dragons co-owner Magic Johnson at the last minute canceled plans
to appear at the home opener to stay
in Los Angeles for the NBA playoff
DOROTHY WRONA
game between Sacramento and the
Lakers, a team that he also partly
SPORTS WHITER
owns.
Almost all of Fifth Third Field's
Getting to the top is hard. Staying
7,250 seats have been sold for the
there is harder.
season, and all of its 30 luxury suites
BGSU Softball's 15-4 victory
are spoken for. Standing room and
. lawn seating sales were expected to over Miami Tuesday put the Falcons
swell the home-opening crowd for at the top of the Mid-American Conference East Division. This weekend
the game against Cedar Rapids.
Dragons president Bob Murphy, they will battle the Marshall Thunwho was surprised by reports of dering Herd to maintain that spot.
Marshall is 20-22 overall with a
ticket resales, said the team's security guards will try to keep the plaza 9-4 standing in the MAC. Until
Tuesday, the two teams were tied for
around the stadium scalper-free.
"If we have an atmosphere where first place in (he division. This threewe have entertainment going on. game weekend series could deterwhere families arrive, they don't mine who wins the division.
The Herd usually have strong
necessarily need to be subjected to
people selling them tickets," he said. pitching. Their No. 1 pitcher. Sarah
City Manager Valerie Lemmie Gully, is left handed. The Falcons
arrived in town in 1996 and said one have played against her. but head
of her first assignments from the city coach Leigh Ross-Shaw wants the
commission was to push the falter- Falcon hitters to be focused.
ing idea of bringing minor league
"You never know what to
baseball to Dayton.
expect." Ross-Shaw said. "Every-

ball spokesman Rich Levin said.
In 1998, fights at Kansas City
and Yankee Stadium resulted in multiple suspensions. Five players,
including Orioles pitcher Armando
Benitcz, were suspended for a total
of 18 games after a wild brawl
against the Yankees.
Two weeks later, nine players and
both managers were suspended for a
total of 38 games after the Anaheim
Angels brawled with the Kansas
City Royals.
Yesterday's penalties were the
first ones issued by Frank Robinson,
baseball's vice president of on-field
operations.
"Major league baseball wants to
send a message ... that participation
in these sorts of incidents will be
handled in a swift and serious manner." Robinson said.
"Altercations like the one that
took place in Chicago last week
show a lack of sportsmanship."
Robinson said. "It sends the wrong
message to our fans — particularly
young people. Fighting is not an
acceptable part of the game."
Deciding discipline became his
responsibility when commissioner
Bud Selig dissolved the president's
office in the AL and NL.
"I didn't expect that harsh of a
treatment. I guess you could say,"
Manuel said. "Frank Robinson is a
baseball man who I have great
respect for. I can't dispute his decisions one way or the other.
"I don't agree with it, but I won't
dispute it."
The penalties came a day before
the White Sox were to start a series
in Detroit. The suspensions will be
staggered from tonight night
through May 10 because of the num-

Associated Press Photo
CAT FIGHT — Detroit Tigers' Dean Palmer, left, is restrained by Chicago White Sox catcher Josh
Paul as he goes arter Sox pitcher Jim Parque Saturday.
ber of players involved.
Some of the players already said
they will appeal, and the penalties
would not take effect until appeals
have been heard.
"All you can ask for is consistent
and equal penalties." Detroit general
manager Randy Smith said. "I think
he made every effort to do that."
White Sox reliever Bob Howry
and outfielder Carlos Lee said their
three-game suspensions are scheduled to begin Friday. Both plan to
serve them Ordonez, who said his

suspension is to begin May I. wants
to appeal.
Though the suspensions dredge
up the bad feelings from the brawl
all over again, the White Sox said
they don't anticipate problems in
Detroit.
Some While Sox were upset,
though, that Detroit Starlet lefl
Weaver wasn't suspended. Weavei
started the bad blood by plunking
Lee in the sixth inning. He was done
pitching and had his uniform jersey
off when the fighting began, but he

came hack out onto the field.
Weaver was fined $750.
The other Tigers suspended were:
pitcher Doug Brocail (four games);
outfielder Juan Encarnacion (three
games), catcher-DH Robert Fick
i live games); outfielder Kanm Garcia (three games); outfielder Bobby
Higginson (five games); and outfielder Luis Polonia (three games).
Garcia, who has since been sent
i See BRAWL, page 8.

Falcons look to stay on top

Team will battle Marshall tomorrowfor first place
body improves from year to year."
Recent history favors the Falcons. BGSU is 7-0 against Marshall
since the Herd joined the MAC.
This past week BGSU went 5-2.
The Falcons have shown that
they can win on the road this season.
As for the No. 1 spot in the MAC,
Ross-Shaw expects Marshall to
challenge the Falcons.
"We need to be completely
intense and ready for the start."
Ross-Shaw said.
At the beginning of the season,
the Falcons' goals were to concentrate on defense and to reduce fielding errors. Ross-Shaw said that the
Falcons are making strides toward
those goals and has added a new
one.
With their solid pitching and
power hitting, she thinks that the
Falcons have what it lakes to win the
division.

Pitching has been a surprise this
season. All four of BGSU's pitchers
are freshmen or sophomores. Practice with assistant coach. Amy
Kyler, has helped them sharpen their
skills.
"We're doing a lot better than
expected," Ross-Shaw said of the
pitchers.
Freshman pitcher Jesse Milosek
earned MAC Pepsi Pitcher of the
Week honors for this week. Milosek
went 2-0 and recorded a no-hitter
and a save last weekend against
Kent. Her earned run average was a
minuscule 0.44.
The Falcons head down lo Huntinglon. W. Va.. this afternoon to play
the Thundering Herd at 3. Game one
of tomorrow's doubleheader will
begin at I p.m. with game two
scheduled for 3 p.m.

MICHAEL LEHMKUHLE/The BG Neva
HEY BATTER — A Falcon softball player goes up to bat Tuesday.
The team beat Miami 15-4.
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New York
Boston
Baltimore
Toronto
Tampa Bay
Central Division
Chicago
Cleveland
Minnesota

W
13
11
12
II
7

I
7
7
9
12
13

Pet.
650
.611
571
.478
350

W
15

L
7
7
12

Pel
682
-II
478
455
250

II
II
10

Kansas City

Detroit

12
15

1
11/2
3 1/2
6

Seattle
Anaheim
Oakland
Texas

II
13
13

PMIatMphli
Central Division

GB
SI l.inns

2
4 1/2
5
9

West Division

W
12
II
11
9
8

Atlanta
New York
Montreal
Florida

Pet.

CB

600
500
409
381

2
4
4 1/2

Cincinnati
Milwaukee
Pittsburgh
Chicago
Houston

L
6
9
8
10
14

12
13
7
W
14
10
8
8
9
7

II
13

13
15
13

Thursday's Games
Late Game Not Included

w
14
Arizona
Los Angeles
11
10
San Diego
II
II
10
12
Colorado
San Francisco
II
Thursday's Games
Cincinnati 2, N.Y Mets 1, 12 innings
Atlanta 6, Los Angeles 3
Milwaukee 8, St. Louis 4
San Diego 12. Pittsburgh 4
I'hiladi'lphia 5. Areiona 4
Chicago Cubs 12, Houston 3

BRAWLContinued from page 1
Triple-A Toledo, would begin serving his penalty if he is recalled.
The other White Sox player suspended was pitcher Tanyon Sturtze
(three games).
Eleven people were ejected Saturday and the benches emptied
twice — first for 13 minutes in the
seventh inning and then a second
time for eight minutes in the ninth
after two more Tigers batters were
hit.
Palmer charged the mound in the
seventh and was ejected following a
rumble that started in the infield and
spread to right field. Parquc hit

PcL
714
609
600
565
333

GB

National l^ajjur
ATLANTA BRAVTS—Activated RHP Rudy Seancz from ihe 15-day disabled li«i Sent RHP Luis Rivera lo Richmond of ihe International League

2
2 1/2
3
8

Pet
636
476
381
.381
375
350

CINCINNATI REDS—Recalled RHP timer
liitern.iiitm.il League.

31/2
51/2
5 1/2
6
6

Palmer one inning after Weaver had
plunked Lee, prompting an angry
siarcdown.
Palmer, even though he'd been
tossed, returned to the field when a
second brawl erupted in the ninth,
moments after Howry hit Shane
Halter with a pitch. Earlier in the
same inning, Sturtze hit Detroit's
Deivi Cruz.
"I don't think we'll see anything
else this weekend," White Sox
reliever Bill Simas said. "If guys
couldn't take care of what they
needed to during the three games
last weekend, then where were
they?"

Penguins beat Flyers
PHILADELPHIA — With Jaromir Jagr scoring
improbable goals from implausible angles, all things
arc possible for the Pittsburgh Penguins. Even winning
in Philadelphia.
Jagr did what he does best, scoring goals on shots
that seemingly no other NHL player can make, and the
Penguins won in Philadelphia for the first time in nearly six years, 2-0 Thursday in Game I of their Eastern
Conference semifinal series.
Pittsburgh, which has never beaten Philadelphia in a
playoff series and once went nearly 15 years without
winning there, take a 1-0 advantage into Game 2 Saturday.

DETROIT LIONS—Resigned DE Travis Kinchke. T Tony Ramirez. T
Juan Roque and C Eric Beverly Signed WR Andre' Rone Claimed WR Tim
Alexander off waivers from San Diego

GB

MIAMI DOLPHINS—Signed DE Rameel Conner. DT Damian Gregory
and FB Peter Sylvesltr
COLLEGE
CANISIUS—Named Mark Hudak offensive line coach. Kyle Melheny running backs coach and Dan Con ley defensive line coach
FORDHAM—Named Jim Lewis women i basketball coach
KENNESAW STATE—Named Tony Ingle men's basketball coach
MOUNT IDA—Named Ed Sweeney football coach
NORTH CAROL IN A-GREENSBORO—Named Stacy Meadows volleyball coach, effective May I.

2 1/2
3
1

500
.455
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from l^xiisville of the

NEW YORK MtTS—Recalled RHP Brie Camnuck from Norfolk of the
International League Optioned RHP Dennis Springer to Norfolk.
FOOTBALL
CLEVELAND BROWNS—Agreed lo terms with S Tim McTyer on a threeyear contract Waived TE James Dearth
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Baseball beats Oakland
Bowling Green improved its record to nine games
over .500 wilh an 11-7 triumph at Oakland University.
The Falcons scored four times in the top of the first.
Aric Christman and Kenny Burdine each singled and
Alan Gilhousen's double scored
Christman. Burdine got on base on a wild pitch,
with Gilhousen scoring on a I.ec Morrison groundout.
Scan Ryan then drilled his team-leading seventh home
run.

BASEBALL
W
IS
M

West Division

Chicago White Sot 13. Baltimore 4
Tampa Bay at Anaheim, (n>
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Chicago White Sox (Baldwin 34)) at Detroit (Weaver 0-2), 7:05 p.m
Boston (Schourek 1-1) at Cleveland (Burba 2-1), 705 pm.
Texas (Loaiza l-l)at Baltimore Oohnson 0-0), 7:05 p.m.
Toronto (Escobar 2-2) at N.Y Yankees (Cone 0-2). 705 p m

JVO«>

Thursday'* Sports Transaction*
By Th* Auoctalrd Preu

National league
At A Glance
East Division

AL GUncr. Sub-SUndingf.
By The Auoclitc d Preu
All Timn EOT
East Division

Unser Jr. back at work preparing for Indianapolis 500
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

INDIANAPOLIS — Al Unser Jr. was back at
the Indianapolis Motor Speedway yesterday,
preparing for his first Indianapolis 500 since
1994.
Unser, part of the famed racing family that has
nine Indianapolis victories, failed to qualify in
1995. and missed the next four races because of
the split between CART and the Indy Racing
League formed by Speedway President Tony
George.
He's back now driving for Rick Galles. the former CART team owner who teamed with Unser
for two Indy triumphs.

"It's great to be back." Unser said Thursday
during a news conference. "It's very special. I just
ran some laps this morning, and the track is the
same basically as it was five years ago. It's a little bit rougher down the front straightaway."
He also noticed many of the structural changes
being made at the facility to accommodate a Formula One race this year.
"The timing tower is all changed and Gasoline
Alley doesn't look like Gasoline Alley any more."
Unser said.
Unser. 38. feels motivated for the official start
of practice on May 13 by his victory last week in
the Las Vegas 300 — his first win since the 1995
CART season.

real! w

Class of 2000
bgsu.eGrad2000.com

'The last laps I did here in a single-scat openwheel race car was my qualifying attempt when'I
missed the show in 1995. i took that long walk
down pit lane," said Unser. who has returned to
the track twice since then.
"When I pulled out of the pits (to practice
Thursday) it was great." said Unser. whose father
Al is one of three four-time Indy champions and
whose uncle Bobby has won the race three times.
"All the same feelings, the traditions, the heritage of this place came streaming back and it was
wonderful."
Unser insists that giving his family a 10th viotory isn't his immediate priority.
"The mission I have is making the show."

Log on Today

Free t-shirts in 204 West Hall
*While Supplies Last

Sigma Kappa

'5?Fast
Company
525 Ridge Street
Bowling Green, OH

(419)354-3278

Students, Faculty
and Staff—
Many thanks for all the
business over the past
academic year!

Summer Hours
Monday - Friday 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Closed Saturday &. Sunday

Cla-Zel

Spring 2000 Formal

Under the Sea
Susan Haas & Jeffrey Kopec
Betsy Nooney & Shawn Roberts
Susan Cassetty & Rick Everhart
Liz DiDonato & Cameron Miller
Amy Schlegel & Chris Sclachter
Kristen Oajewski & Shane Ba
Angie Molina & Mark Driscoll
Jaime Wise 4 JCfsttrrBuiK*
Melanie Off utt & Kurt Horack
Katie Bach fir Joe. Calabrese
Vaiarie Hoslar & Bryon Moore
Beth Brigger & Chris Sucher
Sarah Knebel ft Christopher
Schommerf fi
Sara Grigsby.v
Jenn Laurito &
Kim Costin & Ja
alevro
Laura Segerlin *
Binehart
Laura Klumb & Jason Patterson
Nicole Swearengen ft
Terri Neff ft Josh Apgar
Stephanie Morrison ft Rob Hoy
Natalie Cowan ft Tom Lynch

heatre

Downtown B.G. * 353-1361

Return to me
David Duchovny
Minnie Driver HU
Nightly 7:00 9:30
Sat Sun Mat 2:00 4:30

NEWI9VE

Abbie Lepiarz ft Travis Green
Juliane Kuminski ft Mark Jacobson
Angela Ingram ft Marcus Young
Morgan Oixon ft Brean Doles
Danielle Markel ft Patrick Hopper
Alycia Humphrey ft Corey Dodd
Marlie Rerucha ft Ryan Lewis Calmes
Amber Faheyft Dave Palumbo
is Balasubramanian ft Matt
Kelley Schindler & Keith
Katie Naymik ft Bob Doran
Sarah Bashaw ft Ryan Pierrot
Rachelle Krebs ft Jaime Buss
""Thwr-Jewell ft Dan
■***T^3[r"'
Eun Holly ft Nick
>/ Staci Bishop ft Joe Boroi
Amy Richards ft Dave Tobin
Jennifer Harcar ft Tom Beck
Stephanie Dillon ft Micky Mortl
Allison Jenner ft Brandon Roth
Lindsay Sheetz ft RJ Nixon
Kristi Goodpaster ft Brian Murray

Don't Cram for Exams
on an Empty Stomach!

Rentals
638 S. Main St. #SO:

One bedroom unfurnishedI duplex Off
street parking. Front ind back porches.
large yard. Cas heat', resident pays all utili
ties.HloBo £r rfjonth plus utilities for a
h lease.
■

*£*«<* ', Main St.:

Two ^mnwiraii
bunpalow wiih
a bilyaU. Off i eMiarklng, (..is heat.
Resfterj pays al utilities. $450 00 pel
nth plui utili.
month leas«'
332 S.Main
352-5620
www.newlovereaIty.com

SUNDAY APRIL 30th. 2000 11pmlam (OJ all University Dining Centers
(The Galley 9pm - Midnight).
Come join us for food, fun and the
chance to win some great prizes! See
you there!

a"

•ENJOY A LATE NIGHT BREAK.I AST
JNIVERSiTY
WITH A 50% DISCOUNT ON YOUR
) I N I NG
MEAL* AND GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR lERVICES
EXAMS!
XVWTN Of WJOfV */"«

)
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Kittie is one of the
many acts on tour with
Ozzfest. Read about
them and all the other
concerts coming your
way this summer.

Pink Floyd's Is Anybody Out there? , the
new Lou Reed album,
and the latest releases
from Pat McGee and The
Flys are all reviewed.

nQw^yngsin^iQ
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NOW Entertainment is aware
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Thrill seekers in for new treats
» rs~\ixm

•

1

•

«•••■!

.

7

7

ss^.h^.yfniXju's NOW s guide to entertaining places, events over break
yet. We like to jump the gun, be
ahead of the curve and not let those
bastards at Entertainment "we have
glossy pages" Weekly scoop us. In
the interest of being the timely, cutting edge entertainment source you
have come to expect, this is NOW
Entertainment's Best and Worst
Moments in BGSU Entertainment
for the year 2000.

JEFF McGINNIS
ENTERTAINMENT WRITER

Theme park fans may want to
start practicing their screams.
From the biggest of them to the
smallest, Ohio area theme parks are
now preparing for the upcoming
summer season - each boasting of
new attractions, rides and features
which they believe will draw
tourists from around the country.
Whether fans are interested in a
300-foot tall roller coaster, a new
attraction which simulates a trip to
the depths of the sea. the first ever
wooden roller coaster with loops in
its track, or simple family fun.
Ohio's many parks will be looking
to satisfy them.
Sandusky's institution Cedar
Point is making the most noise with
its new prize attraction - "Millennium Force." the new holder of the
"world"s tallest roller coaster" label
at 310 feet. The ride cost $25 million to make, the single largest
investment in the history of the
park.
The park hopes the new Coaster King will draw even more fans
to the Point, which is becoming
more of a resort destination rather
than just a amusement park.
"People are coming from farther
away, and they're staying longer."
said Janice Witherow, public relations manager for Cedar Point.
"Really, our roller coasters are our
calling card."
Not to be outdone. Paramount's
King's Island. 25 miles north of
Cinncinatli, is unveiling its own
great coaster attraction - "Son of
Beast," the world's tallest wooden
roller coaster, and the first wooden
coaster to feature loops in the track.
It is the latest addition of a 3 year,
$40 million project to update the

park.
"(What
separates
us) is just the
overall coaster
variety, as well as
family entertainment," said park
spokesman
Jeff
Siebert. "We have
two themed areas
just for children, and
we also have a 30
acre water park
that's
free
with
admission."
Meanwhile, SeaWorld in Aurora is
inviting guests to go
beneath the surface
of the ocean simulated, of course. The
aquatic-lhcmed
park's big new
summer attraction is "Mission: Bermuda

Triangle." a ride which simulates a journey to the depths of
the ocean to investigate the
Bermuda Triangle.
The park will also feature its traditional mix of water-themed attractions and shows, including the
annual water ski show, Sea Lion
Show, and the institution that is the
"Shamu Adventure."
Across the lake from Sea World,
the former Gcauga Lake is reinventing itself this year as Six Flags
Ohio, As with its counterparts
across the country, the park is
debuting new attractions set to popular culture themes, such as the
"Batman Knight Flight" and the
"Road Runner Express."
Also affiliated with Six Flags is
Wyandot Lake, in the northwest
quadrant of Columbus. The water
park is not unveiling any new rides,
but it will be introducing new
shows, including a magic show
("Bedazzled") anS an ice show.
"We're very family oriented."
said Angela York, public relations
and promotions
representative for
the park. "We are
a water park
which consists of
water attractions
for kids
and
adults. It's just a
really good family

THE BEST .
Michael Moore: The kind of
event that makes a college campus
seem like a real college campus. It
was thought-provoking and hilarious to watch (he brilliant Michael
Moore (of the great TV show 'TV
Nation") riff on politics, pop culture
and sodomy, making for the finest
evening of entertainment in Bowling
Green this year.
\
Bush & Moby: No mid-year end
list would be complete without
UAO's success in booking Bush and
V
Moby and actually getting them to
show-up. This event was good on
two levels: I) it generated good-will
and 2) it started, or at least brought
to light, concerns about diversity.
•Also, Moby rocked and Bush (surprisingly) proved themselves to be
decent live entertainers. However,
as we will see later, this choice is a
double-edged sword.
Porn & Pizza: OK, so it was
-held last semester, it's just that we at
NOW love any excuse to use the
£f place."
word "pom." Informative and enterCoasters
and
taining. Professor Jeffrey Brown's
rides, shows and
presentation was great fun.
simulators, family
Many audience members, like the
fun and excitement.
world renown porn connoisseur Dan
No matter how one
Nied, were heard to remark: "There
looks at it, theme park
was pizza?"
fans have a lot to look
Who Wants to Marry a Poor
~ forward to this summer Fat Guy? While everyone and their
and that's without menfourth cousin was getting their
tioning Cedar Point's
panties in a bunch over FOX televifrench fries.
sion's "Who Wants to Marry a
Mulit-Millionaire?" debacle a scrappy little radio show, using nothing
but their moxie, put together an
event that lacked the classist and
sexist overtones of said FOX program. Auctioning off a poor fatty
for three lucky ladies, the DJs of the
ground-breaking Citizen Arcane tore
down class and sex barriers, letting
the poor and the corpulent finally
get some sweet, sweet action.
LISA BETTINGER
Of course. I'm biased as I coENTERTAINMENT WRITER
hosted this program, but this is a column, so ethics be damned!
Summer is the peak of the conAs a sidenotc. the poor fat guy \ cert season. While many tours are
will be posing nude in a saucy i making stops in the Buckeye State,
spread with TV chef Paul Prud- there are also many festivals that
homme in the latest issue of "Fatty will be making many concert
Fatty Boombalatti" magazine.
crowds happy this season.
The Real World: Depending on
One of the biggest tours is
who you ask this was either great or Ozzfest 2000. Once again Ozzy
awful. Either way it was hilarious. Osborne will be the ringmaster of
From Puck's insults, to someone this show. There will be two stages
paying fat cash for a brownie and that showcase some of the best and
even fatter cash for a T-shirt, it was most popular metal and rock artists.
entertaining for all the right and This year's lineup consists of
wrong reasons.
Osborne, Pantera. Godsmack, Static
X, Incubus. Methods of Mayhem.
THE WORST
Queens of the Stone Age,
Bush/Moby: Like I said this POD,
Kittie. Taproot. Primer 55,
! choice is a double-edged sword. Ministry.
Disturbed. Crazytown.
• Sure it was good for the campus, but Pitchshifter,
The Deadlights. Shuvel, and Slaves
. this is something that should have on Dope. Both Reveille and Pumpbeen done long ago. In essence we jack will have limited runs on the
are giving mad props to an organiza- tour. Ozzfest will be stopping at
tion for doing its job. Did they do a Columbus's Polaris Amphitheater
Photo Provided
good job? Sure, but it's their job on July 18 and at Cleveland's Blosnonetheless.
som Music Center on July 20. For
Arrogant Worms: With criti- those who can venture into Michi- LIL'BIT COUNTRY— Dwight Yoakam is just one of the many
cism still ringing in my ears, I'm gan, the tour will be at Detriot's Pine Country artists who will perform at Country Concert 2000 at Hickhesitant to revisit the Arrogant Knob on July 12. Ozzfest will also ory Hill Lakes in Ft. Loramie, OH. The concert takes place from
Worms, a Canadian comedy troupe. be venturing to Riverbend on Aug.8. July 6 - 9 and will showcase a variety of Country music stars.
I know lots of folks dug these guys
Another major rock tour not only
like a trench, but they just weren't showcases musical talent, but also takes place Jul. 6 - 9. has a huge part of their Summer Sanitarium
my flagon of syrup. Boring to the has some of the best in extreme lineup, including both country and tour, which also features Kid Rock.
point of somnolence, these are guys sports. The Vans Warped Tour is classic rock stars. The performers Korn. Powerman 5000 and System
_with energy to spend, and only bar- once again delivering music along this year include REO Speedwagon, of a Down. So far no dates have
• gain basement comedy to spend it with skating and BMX biking. This Styx, the Kentucky Headhunters. been set for Ohio, but more shows
on.
year the performer's on the bill Dwight Yoakam. Toby Keith. Con- should be announced.
Honors Student Association include Gteen Day, the Mighty federate Railroad. Tracy Lawrence,
Meditation Session (nominated by Mighty
Bosstones,
Suicide Lome Morgan, Jeff Foxworthy, 38
Jeff Arnett): Sounds fun: a bunch of Machines, the Long Beach Dub All Special and Neal McCoy, just to
honors students walking around in Stars. NOFX. MxPx, Jurassic 5. name a few.
Along with music, there are sevcircles and saying "Ohmmmmmm." Snapcase. Water Music, Millencolin
I wasn't there (as an honors student and TSOL. So far there will be only eral other events going on. There
.1 have better things to do, like watch one stop in Ohio when the tour will be an all-female mechanical
-reruns of "DeGrassi Junior High"), arrives at the Flats at Nautica in bull riding competition along with
'so I'll take Jeff's word.
Cleveland on Jul. 13. If going to CMT's line dancing competition and
Michigan is not a problem, the tour it's $1,000 prize. Along with the
Erik Pepple still likes Canada will be at the Phoenix Center Jul. 23. mechanical bulls, there will be real
regardless of how he fell about the
Of course npt every single festi- bullriding as well
Arrogant Worms and really does val has to be about rock. For the
"We have a large percentage of
watch DeGrassi (a Canadian pro- 20th consecutive year Ft. Loramie, college students attend," Prenger
gram, lhank-you). Give him your OH will be the home for Country said. He added that the show has a
opinions of Wheels. Joey Jeremiah Concert at Hickory Hill Lakes. Woodstock-like atmosphere since
and the DeGrassi gang at: According Jim Prenger over 60.000 attendees can camp out during the
erikp@bgnet. bgsu. edu
people will attend this four-day entire festival
Metallica has announced only OZZY— Ozzfest has a talented
music festival^ The show, which
lineup this summer.

Photos Provided
SUMMER FUN — The ever
popular Shamu of Sea World
Ohio plans to welcome the
new underwater attraction to
the park, Mission: Bermuda
Triangle. If you are not prone
to sea sickness try hanging on
to your lunch while riding
Cedar Point's 310ft 'Millennium Force' (above and right)
which opens this summer. The
new coaster cost $25 million to
construct and is the tallest
roller coaster in the world.

Variety oi artists to Bocian back in BG
tour this summer
KF.VIN AEH

ENTERTAINMENT WRITER

Fifth and sixth year students ma)
remember the band September's
Children and might be wondering
what the members are up to.
After graduating from the University, the members of the band
went their separate ways. Guitarist
and vocalist Brian Bocian has since
become a solo acoustic artist and
will return to Bowling Green when
he opens up for Grasshopper Pic
Saturday at Easystreet.
Bocian said the last time he
played in Bowling Green was in the
fall and is looking forward to Saturday's show. "1 aways have fun at
Easystreet." he said
Bocian is a U. graduate who
majored in secondary social studies
education and is currently working
on getting his master's degree at the
University of Toledo When not
studying, he keeps busy with music
Music has just about always been
a part of Bocian's life The 24-yearold has been performing for almost
10 years.
Last year. Bocian released his
debut CD. To do it OR see to it. and
has been performing his neo-folk
rock style at a variety of pub- J~
and coffeehouses in the north- ^
west Ohio area.
The CD features the song
"Classic Rock n' Roll"
which points out the fact
that many radio stations ^
don't shine a spolight
on local artists.
Another track.
"Goodbye
Seattle." ^^^ajaV
states

Bocian's feelings on the grunge
movement. Judging by the song, it
may be safe to say that Bocian is not
the biggest Kurt Cobain fan.
He is. however, a tan of other
important musicians In addition to
performing his orginal material.
Bocian is also known to perform
quite a leu covet M'ng.v Past shim v
have ineiuded wide variety of covers
ranging from the Dave Matlheu^
Band to Elvis
Because Bocian won't be pi..
a long set this weekend, he said he'll
play most of hi> own material but
plans lo throw in a few covers "I
usually decide when I'm up there
and how I'm feeling." he said.
The response to his first CD has
been so well received by most of the
local media thai Bocian is cuneniK
working on a follow-up. He has
written a new batch of songs and is
looking to include more of his
friends and more instruments on th
next album
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during the course of concerts for The
Wall (which was always played in its
entirety) a giant white wall would
slowly be built, covering the band
from the audience. A wall that wasn't taken down until halfway
through the second act of the concert.
Obviously, you don't get to see
that amazing visual while listening
to Is Anybody Out There? The Wall
Live, but the music is strong enough
that it's able to stan<' alone.
The album sounds beautiful,
obviously benefiting from a full,
surround-sound digital transfer. The
opening organ of "In The Flesh" was
so loud that I practically fell out of
my seat. Every subtly of Tlie Wall is
picked up The child's voice in the
beginning of "On Thin Ice" and the
groupie talking over "One Of My
Turns." something that was nearly
incomprehensible on the original
recording, are clear as day here.
Other songs just sound better
live. Both versions of "In The Flesh"
have the benefit of the loud audience
cheering in the background, making
the song's message about a rock star
turned hate-monger even more
frightening. David Gilmour's solos
on "Hey You," "Comfortably
Numb" and "Run Like Hell" are all
amazing. Roger Water's vocals are
in top form here as well.
These albums also have songs not
previously available because they
couldn't fit on the original vinyl
recordings. The first. "What Shall
We Do Now?" serves as a great guitar bridge between "One Of My
Turns" and "Young Lust." while
"The Last Few Bricks" adds even
more intensity to "Another Brick In
The Wall Part 3" that precedes it.
The Wall was one of the best
albums of the 70s, and the tour was
one of the best of the 80s. If you like
Pink Floyd at all. you owe it to yourself to buy this album. It's the next
best thing to seeing them in concert,
and it's their bcsJ live album to date.
GRADE: A
-James Eldred

Pink Floyd:
Is Anybody Out
There? The Wall
Live
2000-Sony Records
The Wall is considered lo be Pink
Floyd's mosl ambitious project And
when you're talking about the band
that recorded Dark Side of The
Moon and Wish You Were Here,
that's saying a lot. It's also generally
considered to be one of the best rock
and roll albums, of all time, and is
the third best selling album ever.
Now. after 20 years, they've gotten
around to releasing a live version of
it. and it somehow manages to make
a great record even better
Pink Floyd has always been a
great live band. F.ven in their Syd
Barret days of the 60s they were
known for putting on blistering
shows that dwarfed everyone around
them. Making them even more
incredible was the technical aspect
of it all, with amazing lights and
effects complimenting the mu-ic.
something that reached its peak during The Wall tour.
After becoming totally disgusted
with the way his fans acted at concerts. Roger Waters, lead vocalist
and bass player of Pink Floyd,
vowed the next time he performed
on stage there would be a wall separating him from the audience. So.

Lou Reed:
Ecstasy
2000-Reprise Records
In the film "Trainspotting." the
character Sick Boy explains to his
friend Renton his unifying theory of
life: "At one point you've got it. then
you lose it and it's gone forever." As
an example he uses Lou Reed. Renton claims that some of Lou Reed's
solo stuff isn't bad, to which Sick
Boy replies, "it's not bad but it's not
great either, is it'.' And in your heart
you kinda know that although it
sounds alright, it's actually just...
shite." The new Lou Reed record.
Ecstasy, more than proves this theoryThe man who was once so
incredibly talented both in collaboration with other artists (The Velvet
Undergiound) and in his solo career
(the album Transformer) has proffered this lame collection of oversimplistic riffs and uninspired rants
about drugs and hipster life. This
great and storied musician who revolution ».ed the singer/songwriter
genre bus become what we all feared
he would become: Just another
singer/songwriter.
The album starts with promise
with the avant-folk rock shuffle
"Paranoia in the Key of E." The
only problem is that the record spins
into a free-fall after that. Practically
every song hovers around the four to
five minute mark, most simply

«^'2<*C5?<>t3?<ac^«*c52<*csz«acsz<*c^<acs?a^

2000-Trauma Records

Pat McGee Band:
Shine
2000-Giant Records

Personals
Expenence the artistic expressions of
BGSU students who spent 7 days in the
South Bronx. Thursday. April 27, 1 to 7pm
and Friday April 28. 1l:30-7pm. McFall
Gallery. Dialogue with the artisls: Thursday. 4-6, McFall Gallery.
EXAM WEEK CRAM SESSION
Come study lor exams at Hazel's PlaceHazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student
Cenler-Moseley Hall. (gr. level)!
Extended hours beginning
Sunday, April 30. Open:
Sunday. Apnl 30-Noon-Midnighl
M. T. Wed-7:30am-Midnight
(May 1.2. 3)
FREE COFFEE AND SNACKS!
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
Sponsored by Hazel H. Smith
OtfCamous Sludent Cenler

|<in<© J* Mayo Festival
11:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Saturday,

show, pinata, magician, free child
health screening, authentic Mexican
food, & much more... Free Admission!

• OPEN FRIDAY AND SATURDAY UNTIL 1:1QAH •

$

$

limited lime
offer

place

10°°

IH. Smith Off-Campus Student Cenler - Mosley Hall, (gr. level)!

Extended Hours Beginning
Sunday, April 30.

Open

1045 N. Main

353-BGSU

Sunday, April 30 - Noon to Midnight
M, T, W, - 7:30 a.m. - Midnight

( 2 4 7 8 )

Pizza
■ HS SEl B51
■ Jwvwwuwwwwwwwwww II

+

419-255 8000

Come study for exams at

Free
Delivery

Company

XK ' Sigma Kappa * IK
Congratulations to
Allie Jenner for winning
Miss Sigma Kappa. And
congratulations to all of
those who participated!!
IK * Sigma Kappa ' IK

£X/)M VISQC CR/IM SESSION!

morcos Piizo
2 MEDIUM PIZZAS

Open every Friday. 6-10' u
2445 Monroe Street Toledo. OH 43620
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FREE T-shlrti!
Class ol 2000
BGSU seniors only
Stop in to 204 West Hall lor details
Brought to you by Egrad 2000

* Club Fnday music Denise Grupp & Friends
(6 30-9 P.M.)
Music Variety/Celtic harp, lots ol fun!
* FREE tour The bbbey legacy (6:45 r.u)
* French Film feature (7 P.M.)
Center lor the Visual Arts
* Toledo Opera Preview The Magic Flute (7 45 r M )
* FREE Irve theatre: Backyard Theater (8 u)
One Table (3 comedies)

costume contest for all ages, talent

CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY
CALL 151-5619

nff

Fust in family lo graduate Irom college
Need 6 additional tickets lor graduation
Please help Call Chuck 354-8097.

Friday. April 28

Bldg. folkloric dancers, mariachi band

•Grinders
«Calzones
•Gyros
'Salads
•Chicago Dogs
'Pizzas

1 Topping Pizza

Belore you leave this May...Have you retilled your prescriptions? Do you need
your medical records sent? Are your travel immunizations complete? Do you have
allergy serum to pick up? The Student
Heallh Service will close May 5 at
4:30pm Will re-open tor summer hours
Monday May 22 Call 372-2271 tor information.

April 29, 2000. Wood County Junior Fair

COLLEGE STREET STOP
900 E. WOOSTER BOWLING GREEN OH 43401

MEDIUM PIZZA

The Flys get points for featuring
a sumo wrestler on the covei oi then
latest CD. Ouila My Way. The band
gets more points tor having a video
featuring Katie Holmes.
Of course, all of those points
don't really matter much, unless the
CD is actually gtxxl. It's safe lo nj
that the CD is worth a listen, so
we'll throw in some more points for
that.
You may remember The Flys
biggest hit. "Got You Where I Want
You." It's easy to expect that this
new CD would be full of songs
sounding like that. Sugar Ray and
Smash Mouth both came out with
albums sounding exactly like their
breakout hits and found huge success.
It's refreshing to see The Flys did
not take this route and the songs on
Ouiui My Way. all have distinctive
sounds.
The band found its inspiration
from Pel Sounds by The Beach
Boys. The Beach Boys may not
immediately come to mind when
you think of The Flys. but if you lis
ten closely to Outta My Way. you'll
hear the influence. "No Sad Story"
and the title track even contain samples from two Beach Boys songs.
Inside the cover, the band is pictured
with surf boards. It's an obvious
homage to The Beach Boys.
"No Sad Story" doesn't take pity
on the listener even though it might
appeji that way h\ looking at the
lyrics to the song. "I don't know'
what it's like to be you/won't you
tell me." the band asks. What the
song gets to is that we all have oui
sad stories lo tell.
The song "l.osin It" is something
every college student can relate lo
Who hasn't felt as though they were
losing their mind, especially at the
end of the semester'.'
There aren't any standout tracks
as ;jood as "Got You Where I Want
You." but this is definitely a CD that
grows on sou
GRADE: B•Kevin Aeh
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The r w Pat McGee Band album.
Shine, i.. packed with 11 new songs
and new versions of "Rebecca" and
"Haven't Seen For a While." The
album also includes a smooth
instrumental hidden track
The producer of the album. Jerry
Harrison (Live, Big Head Todd,
Verve Pipe, Crash Test Dummies),
did a wonderful job of putting the
album together. Jerry also brought
Andy Wallace (Sheryl Crow. Nirvana. Jeff Buckley. Bcastie Boys) in
to mix the tracks.
If you've never heard the Pat
McGee Band before, they sound like
a cross between Poison and country
music's Blackhawk with a I990's
twist. Shine has great harmonics,
smooth guitars and that mcilow
sound that keeps you in a feel good
mood.
My favorite song on the CD was
the new version of "Rebecca." This
is definitely a song that you could
listen to over and over again.
The album also features guest
appearances from Warren Hayes
(former Allman Brothers Band
member, now Gov't Mule) on slide
guitar. Brian Fcchino on guitar and
Michael Ghcgan on saxophone.
Basically, the album is one that
you'll never forget.
GRADK: A
-Todd Ktlcv

The Flys: Outta My
Way
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1 Topping Pizzas

repeating the same tired riffs ad nauseunt, as in the second track. "Mystic
Child." On top of that. Reed's lyrics,
which once read like true poetry, now
resemble the childish ravings of a
high school sophomore who just got
dumped by his first girlfriend. "Sad you make me sad/When I juxtapose
your features I get sad," from the
song "Mad."
However, there is a high pointthe song "Future Fanners of America" displays an energy that the rest of
the album lacks. Not to mention that
the tune seems to actually be saying
something worthwhile, as opposed to
the rest of the record, which seems to
languish in its frequent childish references to drug abuse and perversion
(historical Lou Reed lyrical fare, but
not executed with the skill and grace
exhibited in previous outings).
The cream of the crap is the 18minutc faux-cpic "Like A Possum."
At first, it sounds like it might be the
track lo save the record: A heavily
distorted guitar wails away in slow
despair for three minutes. If the song
had ended before Reed began his
vocals, not only would Ecstasy's lot
lure be IS minutes shorter, but also
less painful. "Good morning it's possum day/feel like a possum in every
way," Reed grunts as .in introduction
to a quarter-hour of pure hell.
The one thing that every musician
should learn from Lou Reed is that
you're allowed a certain time in order
to shine, and once that's gone, hang
'em up. No matter how hard you try,
you can't be cool forever, no matter
who you are. It's better to be remembered as a short-lived great musician
than an aging, struggling one.
GRADE: D
•Justin tlt'inminger
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Free Coffee & Snacks • Open to All Students
Sponsored by Hazel H. Smith Oil-Campus Sludent Cenler

.
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525 Ridge Street • 354-3278 • fax 352-4281
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Business Cards
Accent Color

Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday thru Friday
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Worried about piegnancy??
Free Pregnancy Tests. Confidential and
CaflQg 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center.

2 suhleasers needed for summer semester Call 353-3717 ASAP $2007mo

Help Wanted
Wanted
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIRE!
ALSO HIRING FOR
SUMMER POSITIONS
Part Time
Less than one block from campus
S6/HR STARTING PAY
4 shifts available:
A Shift 7;00am-10:00am
B Shift I0;15am-l:15pm
C Shift 1 30pm-4:30pm
D Shift: 4:30pm-7:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802

1 F. sublsr needed (or summer house,
washer/dryer, central AC. own room Call
352-5228 it interested.
1 female roommate needed for summer.
1 mo. Iree additional rent negotiable. Own
bdrm & bathroom. A/C. swimming pool,
sorry no undergrads. Call Sara w 3533166
1 female subleasor for summer. Own
bedroom. S207.50/mo. Friendly neighbors, 353-4150.
1 to 2 female subleaser needed for
Campbell Hill Apis $500/summer. Call
354-1106
1-2 F. sublsr needed lor next school
year. Campbell Hill Apts. ASAP Only pay
1/3-1/4 of rent Call 372-4497 or 3534077
2 females to sublease house for summer,
828 5lh St $237 50 . utils. Call collect after 5pm. 1-330-665-4110 or 352-9392
2 GRADUATION TICKETS NEEDED
Will pay S
Call Laura 8 353-9199
2 subleasers needed ASAP Own room.
Price negotiable Across from campus.
Call 353-7258
2 subleasers needed S500 ea lor summer. May-Aug. 2 bdrm. apt. Call 3548376.
Female rmte needed ASAP 12 mo.
lease, own room. S220/mo Call 3541605.
Female subleaser needed. ASAP starting
May-Aug Cheap rent, pay only elec. &
phone CallJen-353 1497
Male Subleaser needed immediately after
grad $275'mo ulililies incl CallTravis at
353-7463
;
May thru Aug. subleaser needed ASAP!
Spacious efficiency right beside campus.
Call 352-7208. leave message
ONE GRADUATION TICKET
lo College ol Arts and Science
9:30am Saturday ceromony.
Please call (419) 354-7285. will pay
One subleaser needed lor summer!
343 1/2 S Main-Great for
summer sessions, call 354-4426.
SUMMER SUBLI (XSERISI :>. BDRM
HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS. LARGE
YARD S300/MTH CALL 354-7414
Three tickets lor graduation Willing lo
pay tor them. Please call Carrie at 354-

6650
Wanted 4 graduation tickets for Ads &
Sciences ceremony. Call Jess @ 3547807 Will pay

354-8703

An Open Invitation to All
Home Health Aides
What: Work the most satisfying job you
will ever have, as a pediatric home health
aide PT hours available.
Whefe: Luckey, Ohio
When: As soon as possible
Who: A very special little girl with some
special needs
RSVP: Pediatric Services of America, Inc.
Please call Cathie 888-403-2273. EOE.
Are you looking for a summer job? Camp
counselors are needed at the YMCA-Suburban West Branch in Columbus Includes great hours, weekends off and free
membership if hired. For more informatton, call 614-276-8224.
Are you hardworking, good with people,
and looking for summer employment?
Come fill oul an application at Stage 139
5 Main SI 353-4500
__
"'Miscellaneous help needed. Start immediately and through summer. Will work
around schedule Call 353-0325.
Babysitter needed at my Whitehouse
home; approximately 30-40 hours per
week; must be high energy person who
enjoys working with kids, references required, call (419) 877-5095 after 7:30pm
BabytJtttt Seeded 'or daytime hours this
summer in Maumee Must have own
transp Call Jane collect 861-8341.
CAMP COUNSELORS - NEW YORK
Co-ed Trim down-Fitness Camp Hire &
Slay in the Catskiil Mountains, yet only 2
rs from NY City. Have a great summer.
Make a difference in kids' lives! Good salary, internship credits & free Rm./Bd All
sports, water skiing, canoeing, ropes, lifeguards, crafts, dance, aerobics, nutrition
6 counselors, kitchen, office & night
watchman. 120 positions Camp Shane
(914)271-4141.
Web: www campshane.com

Cmemark Theatres
., CINEMA 5 KSid

SPORTS CARDS

1234 N. Main St. 354-0558>

a COLLECTARLES

"U-571 (PG-13)
12:20 4 ?5 7 00 9 30

SHOW

Erin Brokovlch (H)
12:30 7:20
Twenty Eight Days (PG-13)
4 35 10 05

ujoodloodmol

April 29th & 30th
Sports Cards,
Beanies, Nascar,
& Stamps
Hrs. - Sat 10-9 & Sun 12-5

'

JUMMERW0RK
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NEVER
WORK
LUNCH

• Full/Part time positions open
• No experience needed, we train
• Cust service/sales
no telemarketing
• Scholarships awarded,
conditions apply
• Fun work with other students
•All majors welcome,
interns/coops
• Great resume builder
Over 400 locations nationwide
www.worjtforsrudents.coni/ht
Akron:
Canton:
Cincinnati.
Columbus:
Cleveland E.:
Cleveland W:
Dayton:
Strongsville:
ToledoWarren:
Youngstown:
Louisville:
Lexington
Northern Kentucky:

MANAGEMENT
130 E Washington Street. Bowling Green

LTVnes listed in fiold are for Saturday & Sunday onty

354-6036
Graduate Student Housing
Avail. Now & Fall
Jay-Mar Aportments
y^-Mu^y 2 bedroom Apts

Great Job

12mo.leo8e

NEWLY REMODELED

ortunities !!

Hiring Students Part- Time NOW and Fun- Time During Summer & Breaks

91/2 monlh lease avalcde

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY I!

Furnished & Unfurnished
803 - 815 8th St / Aval Now & Fall

We offer 10-40+ hours / week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.00 - $10.00 per hour

1-800-899-8070
Located just minutes from Campus!
We Also Have Facilities in Other Cities, Call Us!
Lexington. KY
Uma/Bucyrus
Cleveland/ AshlanO/CantorvEne
Cmonnali'Kentucky
Manstietd/Ashlanrl

1 800.933-3575
1.800894-0529
1-800 -674 0680
1-800-288-4040
l 800-S94 05S9

DaylorvSpnnglield
Derroil
Pittsburgh
West Virginia
Southeast Ohio

1-B00-283-5511
1-734-955-9094
1 800-355 2732
1-800-545-4423
1 800-545-4423

No Experience Necessary. Tram in one facility during school and work
during summer break. We olfer Schedule Flexibility. Start training HOW
Schedule an interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend !

www.homecitvice.com

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE
•
•
•
•
•
•

$475/mo.

tjggft

Check Us Out!!
www.homecityice.com

Near Campus
Low Rates
Open 24 Hours
Summer Leases
Clean
Many Sizes

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

The Highlands
2'X Nopoieon Rd
One Dedrocm laundry facikhes

in bog a/c. Quiet
Rom $39S/mo.
The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One and two Bedroom A/C.
on-ste laundry, ceramc tile.
soundproof construction, skylights
dishwashers, vaulted ceilings
From $450/mo

Call 354-6036
From 9 - 5

Take a virtual tour at:
www.wcnel.org/-Highland

Summer Jobs
The Lear Corporation - Bowling Green Plant
located at 333 Van Camp Road in Bowling
Green Ohio, has several manufacturing positions
available for summer work.

Starting Pay is $9.50 per hour.
An excellent attendance record, positive attitude
and good hand-eye coordination is required.

applications from May 1 through May 22, 2000.

•uckaya

.££J 352-1520

If you are interested in being considered tor these
excellent summer positions, stop by and till out an
application by May 22, 2000.
If you have worked at Lear during a previous
summer and are interested in returning,
call Cindy at 352-5154, extension 236.
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•Devise your own schedule weekly
•Choose:
Mornings 830 tot 2 30
Afternoons I :O0 to 500
Evenings 5:30 to 9:30

•Excellent income:
$8-SI0per
\
hour to start
$12 after 30
days

Check out these delightful,
spacious 142 bedroom Apartments

•
•
•
•

2 blocks to downtown
I block to Post Office
Ceramic tile
Sky lights in some units

•Casual attire
•Paid weekly.

Call Now!
(800)274-1004 Or (440)845-2300

• Energy efficient

• Quiet
• Some units v.1 studies
• Central air/ gas heal
• Laundry
• Assigned parking

Cull 354-6036
from 9:00 - 5:00 M-F
Take a virtual tour at:
MwM.M(-ni'l.<irg/-hif>hland

AGAIN!
OUTBACK

Yellowstone
•Tetons
•Black Hills
'Wildlife Tours
•Badlands
•Rafting
•Wolf Watch
•Gold Panning !* •Live Rodeo

Camping Adventures!!!

STEAKHOUSE®

www.windrivertours.com
TOLL FREE 1-800-253-2067

Is Now Hiring:
('iniks. Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses

^ (j\niinG/~

v
V
V
^

Top wages
Flexible Hours
Paid Vacations
Health/Dental
Insurance
^ Employee Stock
Option Plan

Your Staffing Professionals

RECRUITING DAY

are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!

At Our Corporate Office
Saturday, May 6th

Appl) in poison
Mon. - lii. 2-4

12855 Eckel Junction Road, Perrysburg

401 W. Dussel Road

(Located off Rte. 25 and the 475 Hwy.)

Maumee, OH 43537
(Just a lew minutes trom BG!
Take 1-475W lo Dussel-turn rlflhl.)

9:30am-2:00pm

He Hare Immediate Openings In
The Bonling Green and Toledo Areas
Stop by To Fill Out An Application And Become Eligible To Win A DVD
Plaver and Many Othei Prizes In Our Riil'fk'.V.
A Prize Will lie Awarded Every Half Hour
We'll Be Serving Doriuts and Coffee To the Early Bird1.
And Grilling Hot Doe1, and Scmng Sodas In The Afternoon

Management Inc.
FALL OPENINGS

For More Information call: 419-666-8500

Summer/Part-Time Employment
Perfect for Students

/CJEfclCA

Management Inc.
Ilillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairvjew,
lbdrm. A/C. dishwasher/garbage
disposal. Start at $380.
Call 353-5800

/tifEfcCA
Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts. 215 F.. Poe.
Studios. 1 bdrm. laundrv on site.
Starts at $250
Call 353-5800

COMPLETE APT. MAKEOVER!
$550/mo., 12 mo. leasa

Hiring will begin May, 2000 and we will be accepting

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

PAI nv

(419) 354-6036

HIGHLAND

r wet
Horn* Mulct

330*36-2220
33M94-5269
513*71-4823
614451-253?
216-381-9988
440-333-3888
937436-3580
440846-1062
419-535-5895
330-372-9800
33072*4)969
502-339-9690
606-2784422
606-5944700

Looking For The Perfect
Summer |ob?

HOMESTEAD

10E \\..iim,i„r, Sum BowliagGivcn Ohii

'Where The Heart Is (PG-13)
12:50 4 50 7 30 10 00

'Sorrv No Passes
rAdmission $5.75 Matinees S3.50

^\

CAMP COUNSELORS
DAY CAMP COUNSELORS needed for
summer camp for children ages 5-8 years
old with and without special needs. Interested parlies, please contact:
The Achievement Centers, (or Children
11001 Buckeye Road
Cleveland, OH 44104
Atln: Nicole Bilkens
Phone; 216-795-7100
Fax:216-795-0615
EOE.
Chi Omegas need a housecoy lor Fall
2000, paid position, M-F If interested, call
Heather at 372-3307.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-lime, lull-lime, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime Many college students work here
Startingpay is S5 30 per hour with an automatic S.25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5 00 PM {Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC., 428 Clough Street. Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks.

Rules of Engagement (R)
12:40 4 30 7 10 9 "SO

-Flinstones/Viva Rock (PG)
12:00 2:20 4 40 7 05 9 20

For tin Graduate Student
or Young Professional

Help Wanted
"Cleaning people needed. Slafl
5/08/2000 or sooner Call 353-0325
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Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St.
1 bdrm. A/C. dishwasher/
garbage disposal, REMODELED
Surls a! S400
Call 353-5800

GREAT LAKES
0
^WINDOW

Open a window of opportunity at the nation's premier manufacturer of vinyl replacement windows, located five minutes south of
downtown Toledo and next to Owens Community College. We
have openings for spirited, team oriented employees in Receiving.
Manufacturing and Shipping opportunities in Shipping include a
potential 12 hour per day'3 days per week shift. Qualified applicants must be at least IX years of age. possess valid picture identification, and must be able lo pass a basic math and measurement
test and a drug screen. Part time positions are also available.
Starting Wage:
Plus:
Plus:

Management Inc.
Stop bv our office
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing.
or call 353-5800
http://w »w. wcnet.org/~mccca

$7.00
Attendance Bonus of almost
5800/year
Annual productivity bonus-paid
$792 last >car!

If YOU have the DF.S1RK & ATTITUDE to be part of a
growing, dynamic organization, please call (419) 666-5555
between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:00p.m. Monday
through Friday to schedule an appointment to complete an
application. H.O.I:.

ex.per*i•ence
Get some valuable journalism,
design & photography experience
this summer with The BG News!
Available Positions:
'News Reporters
"Opinion Writers
'Entertainment Writers
'Photographers
"Layout Designers
"Copy Editors
For more information,
call Tim at 2-2440 or
send an e-mail to
timlee@bgnet.bgsu.edu

CALL/EMAIL FOR AN

.NmV^EW^MEDURHJG
WEDNESDAY OF FINALS
WEEK
ALL MAJORS
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted
Cleaning and miscellaneous; help needed
starling May 5, $7.50/hour; Village Green
Apis. 354-3533.
Chftd cars nt»ded in my home lor Fall
2000 3 days a weak in my Perrysburg
home. $130Aveek. must have references
and car. 874-3516
Chancel Choir Director-Music Coordmatof-tor First United Methodist Church of
BG. Starts In Aug. Salary based on
qualifications. Send resume to 1506 E.
Wooster by May 1st.
Desk clerks needed for midnight-8am
shifts. 3-4 shifts/wk avail. Some weekends 352-1520, Buckeye Inn.
Full time light manufacturing and flexible
time assembly jobs available for summer.
Work a schedule that meets your education and spending needs. Walk to work.
Overtime available between semesters.
Part-time must work a minimum of 12
hours per week. Up to $6.15 per hour
plus attendance bonus to start, opportunity for increases. Being dependable will
win a great part time job next semester.
Apply M-F, 8am-4pm at:
Pinnacle Plastic Products. 513 Napoleon
Road. Bowling Green, OH.
Local Trucking Company Looking for
Summer Driver*!
Are you 21 or over and want to make big
$? We are looking for people who can
drive our dump trucks for the summer!
We will train! Some heavy equipment experience is necessary. Give us a call ©
(419) 843-2813 or send resume to: HR
Dept., Driver, 3610 Herr Rd., Sylvania,
OH43560.
If you want to work this summer and
make S $ S, call or write us!

Experienced painters and helpers, fulltime summer, Call 352-2190.
Full and part time help for lawn and landscape maintenance. Call 354-1923.
Local market research firm now hiring.
Open interviews Thurs. and Fri. S6/hr,
flexible schedule. Apply today at 13330
Bishop Rd or call 352-8115, ext. 0.
Need cleaning at a local business 5
hrs/week. Call 352-8115 (ext. 16) for details.
Need some extra money for this summer's vacation? Now you can earn it at
AZG Research. Starting pay Sfchr Casual working environment & fnendly people.
Start earning cash & expand your people
skills at the same time. Call 352-8115
(ext. 0) for more details.
NOW HIRING GUYS AND GALS FOR
SUMMER POSITIONS Sandusky. OH
based Parasall and Jetski operation.
Work on the beach with great people and
have lots of fun. Interviews in Bowling
Green Thursday April 27. Call Doug at
216-849-8047 or Jill at 354-7017.
Painters Wanted
Have you painted (or a student painting
company or other painting company? We
are looking for dependable, hard-working
& motivated people. We are a year round
company looking for summer help. If you
have your own transportation & some
expenence call 882-0564
for an application.
Paper route sub needed May 30-June 7
afternoons. 5 hrs. of time-S60. Need dependable car A some paid day training
needed before Call 352-4636

V?Fast
Company
525 Ridge Street
Bowling Green. OH
(419)354-3278

Help Wanted
Part time summer babysitter for 2 preschoolers at professors home in Perrysburg. S7mr. 372-8111.
Person needed to help with rehab of
house in Toledo. Near Westgate Mall.
Must be able to lift over 70 lbs , do scraping, painting, lawn work, etc. Flexible
hours. 12-16 hrs. per week. S12Aiour.
Call Mark 419-531-7929
Seuking active and fun childcare provider.
Pt-time, weekdays this summer. 3531445.
SOMETHING SPECIAL FOR SCHOOL
AGERS. 5 days/week this summer. M-F,
9-4, must be 16 yrs. & HS diploma required. Located in Waterville, call 419878-0911.
Special parson needed as companion
for developmentally delayed adult
male. References required. 5 hour* a
week. $8 an hour. Call 352-7143.
Summer Jobs!
Do you go home to Cleveland for the
summer? Do you need a Full/Part-time
summer job to offset some of your
college expenses?
MPI has the job for you. S8.00/hr..
no experience necessary. Paid training.
(216) 226-7117 or (440) 885-8250

Students, Faculty
and Staff...
Many thanks for all the
business over the past
academic year!

Friday, April 28, 2000
Help Wanted

STILL IOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB''
YMCA Camp Y-Noah (Akron, Oh) has positions available! Teen Counselors. Male
Counselors, Trip Leaders. Call 800-9449705 or email vcampOakronymca.org.
Competitive salary, includes room and
board.
Looking to earn money this fall in tun and
exciting ways? Apply now to become a
student rep for sixdegreesl We're seeking
motivated campus leaders to promote sixdegrees Web site If selected, we'll send
you surprises all summer long and kick off
orientation together in the fall. Are you
ready? Write to funandmoneyOsixdegrees.com now and get the Information
you need.
SUMMER REPORTERS, EDITORS
A PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDED)
Join the staff of the BG News
this summer!
Get valuable experience
writing, reporting, designing.
and taking photographs for the weekly
campus paper.
Call Tim at 2-2440 or
e-mail timlee@bgnet.bgsu.edu tor
more information.
SUMMER REPORTERS, EDITORS
* PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDEDI
Summer supervisor for our 4 children
ages 13, 11, 8 & 7 in our Perrysburg
home. Mon thru Thurs. 8:30am-3:3opm.
Must have own car. $6.00 hr plus car allowance Can din 872-2809 before 8pm
Servers, grill & fountain help. Now hiring
all positions Apply anytime Friendly's,
1027 N. Main.
Taking CIIUM this Summer?
Earn & Learn with UPSI
$3000 per year, tuition reimbursement
on any shift avail, from 1st day of employ
$8.50-$9.50/hour. Weekends 4 Holidays
Off 3-1/2-5 hour shifts
www.upsiobs.com
EOE.

Person(s) needed to work with in my Oregon home. Afternoons. 419-693-7669.
Telephone interviewing, no sales, in Perrysburg. Starting up to S6/hr. Flexible
scheduling, relaxed atmosphere 8745842.
Temporary apt. cleaners starting 5/6/00.
$8 00/hr. Call John Newlove Real Estate

1-3 Female Summer Subleasers Needed,
$200 per mo+utilities 4 bedrm home on
Wooster directly across from McFall.

354-2260.

VAN DRIVER - part-time, summer position. Provide transportation to and from
social service agency. Must be between
the ages of 21-65, possess a valid Ohio
drivers license and an excellent driving
record. Salary $7.69 per hour Submit resume to Children's Resource Center, PO
Box 738. Bowling Green, OH 43402.
WANTED, 15 overweight people
needed. We pay you.
Call 1 -888-783-2779
We are looking for 1 or 2 select
individuals to work evenings in our
Perrysburg office. If you are
serious about making money, are
willing to work in a fun, group
environment and have a great
phone voice we may need you!
Call Mrs. Thompson between
10 am and 2 pm ONLY at 419-872-6265

For Sale
!! Country Concert Ticket!!
$96, 4 day pass! July 6-9
Please call Stephanie 9 372-1659
DJ equipment for sale, was used in 1999
Dance Marathon. Includes lots of speakers, amp, CD players, lighting and more.
Price is negotiable. If interested, call
Jason 8 354-0241
Double mattress box spring and Irame for
$75, obo, excellent condition, call Doug at
352-2780
HONDAS FROM $29/mo. Police
impounds! 0 down, 24 mo. at 19 9% For
listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558.
Neon beer sign. $100. Call Jason, 352-

9589.

" The Mother
of Contemporary
Christian Music "
is coming to Toledo, May 7th.
Good Samaritan Parish, MCC at
720 West Delaware Ave,
in the Old West End,
welcomes you to come and hear

Marsha Stevens
ai 7 PM, Sunday.
Call for directions at

419-244-2124 or 419-295-0879.

Summer Hours
Monday - Friday 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Closed Saturday &. Sunday

For Rent

Help Wanted

Papasan Chair
$30 OBO
Call: Marie 354-6440
Sale! 95 Civic 52,000 miles. $7500 or
best offer. Sara, 372-2960.

For Rent
"Rooms, off. low as $215
326 Leroy-up, 1 bdrm $355
Apis. 316 E. Merry *5, 1 or 2 bdrm
$480 mo. AC, furnished
Summer & 1 sem leases avail.
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Beginning of May of 2000
352-7454
1 bdrm. apt. across from campus. Avail
anytime after June 1. for one year lease.
$300/mon + utilities. Call (419) 893-1277.
evenings.
1 room sublease available for summer,
May-Aug. 2000. $260/mo.

collected. Very powerful and
spirit-filled, everyone will enjoy
her refreshing original music.

*

287-3306.
2 bdrm fum at 704 5th St.
Available. Aug. for 2 to 4 people.
Starts $475 00 352-3445
2 bdrm house. 801 6th St $52S/mo. plus
util 12 mo. lease. Avail May. Call 6653084
2 bdrm. unfum. duplex, 117 1/2 E. Reed.
1 bath, great storage, non-smoking, offstreet parking & quiet, no pets. 12 mo.
lease Avail August $485 plus util 2873306.
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX-311 N. CHURCH
ST. 1 CAR-PORT WITH ADDITIONAL
OFF-STREET PARKING. $360 » UTILITIES/CALL 353-6907.
3 bdrm unfurn. 117 E. Reed. 2 full baths,
wash/dryer. Ig. kitchen, storage. Nonsmoking. 12 mo. lease, no pets. Avail
Aug. $720 plus util. 287-3306.
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX--309 N. CHURCH
ST. 2 CAR-PORTS WITH ADDITIONAL
OFF-STREET PARKING. $540 ♦ UTILITIES/CALL 353-«907.
730 Elm Street 2 BR, sec dep . parental
guarantee, tenant pays util., 12 mo
Lease $500/Month Avail. May 15, 2000
Call 352-2330 after 5:00 PM or 354-2854
HOUSE FOR RENT
437 N. Enterprise. 2-BDRM, 12 mo.
lease. $525/mo..Avail Aug. 1. 352-5882
Housemate needed, Great place in country. favadabonet.bgsu.edu/ 372-0582.
669-3170. Many amenities!
Looking for a place to live?
www housing 101 nel
Your move on campus!
Needed immediately. 2 subleasers
702 3rd St. No utilities. $440/mo
May-Aug Apt. furnished if needed
352-6826 Molly 4 Ketlie
Subleaser needed for next school year.
Large 2 BR apartment, parking privileges
and basement. Lv. message w/Nick. 372-

1933

1,2,3 Bedroom Apts
From only
$425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Psts Welcome!
Varsity Squsre Apts.

Subleaser needed lor next school year.
Brand new. 2 BR apt, washer/dryer in apt.
Leave message w/ Kevin 353-3808.
Subleaser needed for summer, Hillsdale.
3 bedroom townhouse Call 352-5002.
Subleasers needed ASAP for 2 bedroom
apt dose to campus Call Nikki 3725942.
Summer subleaser needed!
May-Aug. Own room.
$2307mo. Subleaser can keep security
deposit-$180! Call Justin 353-0379.
507 E. Many Apt. »5
WINTHROP TERRACE
APTS., 400 E. Napoleon BQ, OH
1 & 2 BDRM. apts. avail.

353-7715

Call 352-9135.

Csll 354-6823

Free will offering will be

Call 372-2221 or
email dhine9bgnet.bgsu.edu
12 month leases starting May 19th, 2000
322 E. Court HI Br.-I person
$390. ind all util.
322 E. Court »5-1Br.-1 person$420. incl all util
453 S. Prospect »C-1 Br.-1 person
$360 . ♦ Gas/elec
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666.
2 bdrm, non-smoking, female oriented
apt. Furnished, utilities included.
353-5074 Kelly.
2 bdrm 1002 Boone Ct. Unfum , 1 1/2
baths, air cond., wash/dry hook up. garage, yard, quiet, non-smoking, no pets
12 mo. lease, grad student/prol. preferred. Avail May/August. $720 plus util

I'M 6M ittfc StIR
Come to
Bee Gee Book Store for
book buy back.

• We pay top prices for used texts
• We also pay top wholesale prices for
current editions no longer used at BGSU
Check out our selection of BGSU apparel
& last minute gifts
for graduation.
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9am - 5:30pm ■ Sat. 9am - 5pm

f

Seniors, Don 't forget your personalized announcements.

LOOK FOR OUR BUYBACK GIVEAWAYS
\
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